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I would like to honor this work to Hawai’i nei. This year long project came from a place of 

adoration, appreciation and most importantly, from my heart. I sincerely hope the work I’ve done 

brings the islands justice over all the injustices native Hawaiians and the native lands have faced 

over the last two centuries. Words cannot describe how proud I am to stem from the islands, 

nothing ever compares to the love and peace I feel when I am home. Kū Kia’i Mauna.  

Disclaimer: 

Out of respect for the language of Hawai’i and out of respect for my own home, to the best of my 

ability every name, location, phrase, or term written in ‘ōlelo Hawai’i (Hawaiian language) will 

be translated with the English word in parenthesis if applicable. Each word will also be spelt 

with every ‘okina (glottal stop between vowels), and kahakō (a diacritical mark above a vowel to 

elongate the sound) when necessary. Typically, in my research, I have noticed many publications 

on Hawai’i ignoring those grammatical rules, because for outside readers, it allows them to gloss 

over these terms rather than comprehend the pronunciation of the word. However, I wish to be 

respectful to the culture, as it is my home, and will not ignore them. 
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ABSTRACT 
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Contemporary Hawai’i is a renowned tourist destination for millions of visitors a year. Prior to 

the arrival of Europeans in 1778, missionary intervention in 1820, and American occupation in 

1893, the islands had its own monarchy and unique cultural traditions. Since the interference of 

these groups, for over two centuries many characteristics of native Hawaiian culture and native 

Hawaiian people have been suppressed or changed to produce the narrative of contemporary 

Hawai’i familiar in the West today. These staged narratives of the islands and its native people 

have been consistently reinforced in the art created by non-native artists visiting or 

commissioned on the islands. Most of, if not all, of the artists contributing to the period of 

Hawaiian modernism received European academic artistic training. This thesis analyzes the work 

of three artists working in pre-World War II Hawai’i, Eugene Francis Savage, Robert Lee 

Eskridge, and Madge Tennent, and how their interpretations of Hawai’i fed into the staged island 

narratives that have been present on the islands since its colonization. The question posed by my 

study is not so much which artist best translated or represented Hawai’i but what mixture of 
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historical forces led to the hybrid representations of modern Hawai’i, that they did end up 

producing.   
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INTRODUCTION 

Artists working in early twentieth-century Hawai’i created many visual depictions of the 

island and its people. Despite a surplus of commissions for artwork in Hawai’i at the turn of the 

twentieth century, few involved Hawaiian art produced by Hawaiian hands. Hotels, newspaper 

clippings, dinner menus, and public parks by non-native artists comprised the bulk of these 

commissions, and were praised for picturing Hawai’i in the style of European fine art. 

This thesis analyzes how three significant non-native artists working in pre-World War II 

Hawai’i, Eugene Francis Savage, Robert Lee Eskridge, and Madge Tennent, all of whom were 

trained in European art schools, represented the island’s culture at a time when commercial 

interests were rapidly re-writing its history 

Indiana born artist, Eugene Francis Savage created six murals for the Matson Navigation 

Company. They were never exhibited but were reproduced as lithographic dinner menu covers 

for the cruise ship the SS Lurline for nearly a decade. The six scenes represented traditional 

Hawaiian celebrations and historical events. A God Appears (Fig. 2.4), Hawai’i’s Decisive Hour 

(Fig. 2.5), Aloha… Universal Word (Fig. 2.6), Island Feast (Fig. 2.7), Festival by the Sea (Fig. 

2.8), and Pomp and Circumstance (Fig. 2.9) are seemingly authentic portrayals, but they actually 

misrepresent key details of the events in question. The second artist, Pennsylvania born Robert 

Lee Eskridge, painted two murals, Mural (Fig. 3.2) and The Mauka Mural (Fig. 3.3), for a public 

park in heavily touristed Waikiki. The third artist, British born portrait artist Madge Tennent, 

focused on native Hawaiian women in portraits such as Three Hawaiian Women (Fig. 4.2). She 

conformed to American and European canons of beauty in her attempt to represent a type of 
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native Hawaiian woman different from the one found in tourist literature and travel 

advertisements.   

As the tourism industry surged in the 1930s, many non-native artists depicted the islands 

as a commercialized landscape while overlooking or minimizing significant details of the culture 

and native people. This thesis begins with a timeline of the significant historical episodes in 

Hawai’i between the arrival of British navigators in 1778 and the American entrance into World 

War II in 1941. Chapter 1 provides background on the various types of Hawaiian art before 

Captain Cook's arrival in the eighteenth century. This chapter follows the transformation of the 

depiction of Hawai’i by non-native groups arriving on the islands. Chapter 2 introduces Eugene 

Francis Savage by focusing on his artistic education, commission history, and studies for the 

Matson Murals. While his murals are widespread and famous around the islands for their vibrant 

colors and festive atmosphere, they include anachronistic details that speak to the artist and the 

commissioner’s true intentions in molding the islands into an exploitive perspective. Chapter 3 

follows the same structure as Chapter 2 but discusses Robert Lee Eskridge and the Makahiki 

Murals at Ala Moana Beach Park in Waikiki. Chapter 4 focuses on Madge Tennent and her 

contributions to Hawaiian modernism through her portrayal of native Hawaiian women. Finally, 

the concluding chapter introduces Marguerite Blasingame, born and raised in Hawai’i as a 

counter artist to the others and compares how each of these artists Orientalized native Hawaiians.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 

ARTS OF HAWAI’I AND THE TRAVEL AESTHETIC 
 
 
Hawai’i Before and After European Arrival in 1778 
 

For over two hundred years the history of modern art in Hawai’i has been dominated by 

non-native artists, who were neither born on the islands nor of Hawaiian or Polynesian descent. 

These artists approached Hawaiian subject matter from the perspective of the Western art-

historical tradition. During this time, non-native artists staged island narratives by altering 

historical facts and adapting them to suit more familiar Western understandings of the culture.  

In order to better understand the work of Eugene Savage, Robert Eskridge, and Madge 

Tennant, this chapter presents a brief history of Hawaiian art from the pre-colonial period to the 

early twentieth century. During the period prior to Captain James Cook's arrival in 1778, also 

known as the “Pre-Cook Period,” art in Hawai’i consisted mostly of functional ornamented 

objects. Works of art such as frescoed walls or oil on canvas were not part of the Hawaiian 

tradition until the British and other foreigners introduced these practices in the second half of the 

nineteenth century. Examples of ancient Hawaiian art include petroglyphs from the first 

Polynesian settlers, body tattoos (Fig. 1.1), decorated bark cloth or kapa (also known as tapa) 

(Fig. 1.2), decorated makini (cylindrical staffs), feathered capes (ahu’ ula) and helmets (mahiole) 

(Fig. 1.3), and carved wooden sculptures dedicated to a specific deity or god of ancient Hawaiian 

mythology (Fig. 1.4).1 The production of these objects typically took years to practice and master 

 
1  David Forbes Encounters with Paradise: Views of Hawai’i and its People, 1778-1941, 
(Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press 1992), 85.  
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and the phrase na hana no’eau – which translates to “wise and skillful” –– was often attached to 

the best examples. Shortly after the arrival of English in the eighteenth century, Hawaiian artists 

quickly adapted British techniques. We know now that "traditional Hawaiian art" is based mostly 

on foreigners' newly introduced procedures and tools.2 However, this does not make these works 

any less “Hawaiian.” Native artisans continued to crate traditional artifacts and merely took 

advantage of the new tools and processes. 

One of the very first non-native artists to depict Hawai’i was John Webber, an artist who 

traveled with Captain James Cook. He introduced the first oil paintings, watercolors, and 

sketches of the islands to Europe and helped shape the West’s perception of Hawai’i well into 

the 1800s.3 Webber was perhaps the first artist to create staged narratives of the islands. In his 

watercolor A View of Kealakekua Bay (Fig. 1.5), for example, he deviated from the island’s 

actual topography by extending cliffs into the bay and inserting non-existing villages into the 

landscape.4 Webber’s Hawaiian landscapes often conformed to the pictorial template of 

European landscape paintings. For instance, in The Death of Captain Cook (Fig. 1.6), Weber 

relocated the conflict to dramatize the violent battle between native Hawaiians and Captain 

James Cook. Although the historic conflict fight took place on flat land in Ka’awaloa, which 

 
2  Adrienne L. Kaeppler, “Hawaiian Art: An Anthropological Perspective,” University of 
Hawai’i (1980): 11. 
 
3  Forbes, Encounters with Paradise, 85.  
 
4  Forbes, Encounters with Paradise, 41. 
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geographically still is in the region of Kealakekua bay, Webber’s image surrounds the scene with 

mountains to intensify the drama.5  

Webber’s geographic displacement of the event is part of a larger project of re-

contextualization and re-imagining of history. Cook‘s all-white naval uniform presents him as a 

heroic martyr in contrast to the large crowd of darker-skinned Hawaiians. The Captain raises his 

arm as if to quell angry Hawaiians (who were infuriated by his deceitful posing as their god 

Lono). Webber’s depiction of Cook as the hero trying to stop the battle he in fact incited became 

the model for later artists. For instance, George Carter’s (Fig. 1.7) and Johann Zoffany’s (Fig. 

1.8) versions of the incident also showed Cook as the victim of uncivilized brutish Hawaiians, 

further strengthening the notion that the British were martyrs for their religion and country. 

 

19th Century Hawai’i  

In the first half of the nineteenth century, the life of native Hawaiians changed 

significantly. In the wake of King Kamehameha I’s death in 1819, new religious practices and 

myths arose. His young successor Prince Liholiho, under the guidance of Kamehameha I’s two 

wives, abolished the kapu system based on the worship of the old gods. The following year, 

Calvinist missionaries arrived and proposed the Christian god as the new almighty deity, 

converting many of the island chiefs to Christianity. With the abolishment of the ancient 

divinities, Liholiho (now known as King Kamehameha II) ordered the destruction of many of the 

 
5  Forbes, Encounters with Paradise, 54. The mountains of Kealakekua are on the opposite 
side of where the event actually took place at Ka’awaloa. The remainder of this paragraph is 
sourced from page 54 of Forbes. 
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wooden idols and rock temples from ancient Hawai’i (due to the destruction of many of these 

idols, extant examples of ancient Hawaiian sculpture are today very rare).6  

Various works document the changes the first Calvinist missionaries wrought on native 

society. An illustration by Nicolas Eustache Maurin (Fig. 1.9) from 1822 shows a native woman 

dancing a hula in traditional dress, which meant nakedness from the waist up for both men and 

women.7 Interpreting the dance as a sinful pagan ritual, the missionaries banned hālau hula 

(dance schools) and fined public hula dancing.8 In 1851, missionaries allowed some hula 

practices and mele (chant) on approved occasions, provided that native Hawaiians followed the 

strict dress code put in place. J. Linton Palmer's illustration (Fig. 1.10) depicts a Hawaiian 

drummer in appropriate clothing; he wears a long white dress covering the body from neck to 

ankle.9 The disdain and savage connotations these missionaries attached to the hula continued for 

another century. Maurin’s sketch (Fig. 1.9) shows the native hula dancer as a foreign and exotic 

presence (as opposed to a threatening one).10 She is an exotic indigenous person expressing the 

 
6  “Breaking of the Kapu,” Hawaii History, 
http://hawaiihistory.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=ig.page&PageID=275&returntoname=Short%20S
tories&returntopageid=460 
 
7  Geoff Alexander, America Goes Hawaiian: The Influence of Pacific island Culture on 
the Mainland, (North Carolina: McFarland & Company, Inc., Publishers, 2019), 53. 
 
8  Clandestine schools, secret performances, and special occasion recitals were allowed on 
occasion for the royal court. Letters submitted to King Kamehameha IV condemn hula as “a 
public evil,” “demoralizing,” and “brutish.” These missionary letters called for the immediate 
expulsion of such heinous rituals and performances. 
 
9  Forbes, Encounters with Paradise, 87. 
 
10  Maurin’s sketch in 1822 is still early in the arrival of the missionaries. It took some time 
for the group to create a written language and communicate with native Hawaiians, Maurin’s 
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bare body in dance. In Palmer’s sketch from 1852 (Fig. 1.10), the native drummer using the 

gourd drum ('ulī’ulī) to beat a chant or make music for a hula is a more familiar presence. 

Although still presented as an Other, the Western dressed native Hawaiian drummer is less 

threatening than the naked hula dancer because he has clearly been Christianized (i.e. he is 

depicted in civilized attire).  

1859 legislations promoted English texts over Hawaiian ones. Native sovereign families 

adopted European fashions. The noblemen’s feathered cloaks became more military in design 

and more arbitrary in ornamentation.11 For noblewomen, Victorian crinolines, corsets, and false 

bustles became mandatory. In response to these forced changes in fashion, language, and art, 

King David Kālakaua’s (r. 1874-1891) led a movement to protect native traditions.12 Kālakaua's 

Hawaiian Renaissance brought back crafting, music, chanting, and hula on special celebratory 

occasions for the monarchy. The first recorded major event was a two-week celebration for 

Kālakaua’s 50th birthday in 1886. 

As a result of the Christian interdictions, artists, native and non-native, were forced to 

address Hawaiian culture in the artistic language of the West. This change in visual language 

ultimately led to the most influential legislation marginalizing the native Hawaiian culture, the 

Organic Act of 1900. To make the islands more American than Hawaiian, the Organic Act 

 
illustration demonstrates a group of native Hawaiians that have not yet been touched by 
Christianity. 
 
11  Most of them carried fake swords and medals with no value. These additions to the 
uniform provided an illusion to ranks and specialties they did not possess. 
 
12  Healoha Johnston, Ho’oulu Hawai’i: The King Kālakaua Era, (Honolulu: Honolulu 
Museum of Art, 2018), 2. 
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designated English as the islands' sole official language. All government business was to be 

conducted in English only; the indigenous language of native Hawaiians (‘ōlelo Hawai’i) was 

banned.13 A first ban in 1896 diminished the number of native Hawaiian speakers to 2,000.14 Due 

to this ban, native designs and traditions were subsumed by Western artistic procedures.  

One example of this trend in art was a group called the Volcano School, established in 

the 1880s by a circle of artists working in the traditional European manner. The school took its 

name from the vibrant colors and atmosphere of the Kīlauea and Mauna Loa volcanoes on the 

big island of Hawai’i. Jules Tavernier, a Parisian artist and the most prominent artist of The 

Volcano School, dedicated much of his work to the landscapes of Kīlauea such as Volcano at 

Night (Fig. 1.11). Geographically, the subject matter of Tavernier’s paintings was “Hawaiian,” 

but the medium was European, oil on canvas. Following the establishment of the Volcano School 

was the formation of the Kilohana Art League in the 1890s, a group specializing in organizing 

exhibitions and galleries for non-native Western trained artists. The groups were the foundation 

for a European style fine art scene on the islands.15 

The law also affected cultural activities such as chanting (mele) and dancing (hula) 

(without the ‘‘ōlelo, (language) there was no mele (chanting), which meant no hula). Without 

 
13  To preach the bible and continue their crusade, the missionaries needed to communicate 
with native Hawaiians. Instead of teaching English to the Hawaiians, the missionaries learned 
Hawaiian and preached sermons in their native language. The missionaries created a written 
context to the native Hawaiian language entirely based upon English lettering. There are only 12 
letters in the Native Hawaiian language: A, E, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, U, and W. 
 
14  Shari Nakata, “language Suppression, Revitalization, and Native Hawaiian Identity,” 
Inland Counties Legal Services, Fall 2017, NO. 2, 19. 
 
15  Forbes, Encounters with Paradise, 201. 
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using the native ‘ōlelo (language), artists and native Hawaiians had to adopt a visual language to 

communicate their sacred ideals without violating the Organic Act. Hawaiian art done by 

Hawaiian hands was created in secret. Rebellions and resistance against these unfair actions 

persisted and sowed the seed for blooming of Hawaiian culture once again in the mid-twentieth 

century.16  

America’s overthrow of Queen Lili’uokalani in January of 1893 unfortunately cemented 

the inevitable future American occupation of the islands. The U.S. Minister to Hawai’i ordered 

American Marines to raid ‘Iolani Palace so that a dozen non-native businessmen could seize the 

political power. To ensure safety for her people and herself, Queen Lili’uoklani ceded her 

authority, with the hope that the president would reinstate her in the future.17 Unfortunately, 

Hawaiian sovereignty never returned despite petitions and protests from thousands of native 

Hawaiians.18 The political cartoon titled Judge, from December of 1893 (Fig. 1.12), the ending 

of the year of the overthrow, illustrates Queen Lili’uokalani as monstrous, incompetent, and 

tacky. Soldiers balance her throne with their rifles' tips while native Hawaiians with dark green 

skin and grass skirts gesture at the group from behind. The complex events of the 1893 coup and 

 
16  The Hawaiian Renaissance fully began in 1963 with the start of the Merrie Monarch 
Festivals. Honoring King David Kālakaua's legacies, the Merrie Monarch Festivals was an 
annual hula competition that honored the traditional dances of hula through the performances of 
dozens of hālau hula but cemented its importance. In 1975, the double-hulled canoe named the 
Hokule’a sailed from Hawai’i to Tahiti and back using only ancient Polynesian wayfinding 
techniques. The return of the vessel sparked the start of the Hawaiian Renaissance.  
 
17  After the United States annexed Queen Lili’uokalani in 1898, Hawai’i became a territory 
of the U.S. until being admitted as the 50th state in 1959. 
 
18  Haunani-Kay Trask, “Native Social Capital: The Case of Hawaiian Sovereignty and Ka 
Lahui Hawaii,” Policy Sciences, Vol. 33, No. ¾, 2000, 375. 
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the 1898 annexation led to caricaturists "blackening" Hawai'i's political leaders, especially the 

queen. In doing so, these cartoons questioned the competency and legitimacy of the native 

Hawaiian leadership.19  

Since native culture, like native political figures, was so highly stigmatized, artists often 

pursued traditional arts in imported for instance they made Kapa out of quilted fabric. 20 Queen 

Kapio’lani’s fan quilt is the most renowned example of a European cotton quilt with a Hawaiian 

design (Fig. 1.13).21 It depicts the Hawaiian royal coat of arms, where ali’i (chiefs) hold feather 

Kāhili (feather decorated cylindrical staffs) (Fig. 1.14). The floral border surrounding the 

perimeter of the quilt is a maile lei. Maile was the appointed lei (flower garland) to the Hawaiian 

royalty and denoted honor and respectability.22  

 

 

 

 
19  Megan Medeiros, “Hawaiian History: The Dispossession of Native Hawaiians’ Identity, 
and Their Struggle for Sovereignty,” (Master’s Thesis, California State University, San 
Bernardino, 2017), 3. The irony behind inducing a “blackness” to the Hawaiian political leaders 
is that other scholarly articles have stated that Americans saw Hawaiians “closer to white than 
they do black as a race.” The targeted weakening of Hawaiians was especially harsh towards 
political figures.  
 
20  The process of making Kapa cloth took a long time. Kapa is a delicate material made 
from beating the wauke plant. The plant's inner layers are soaked in seawater, then fermented, 
pounded with rocks, and dried out in the sun. This rotation could happen multiple times before 
the material is thin enough to design or adorn. 
 
21  Queen Kapio’lani was the wife of King David Kalakaua.  
 
22  Maile lei is often associated with the goddess of hula, Laka. 
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Hawaiian Modernism— c. 1890-1941 and the Native Hawaiian as an Orient 

  Hawai’i at the turn of the twentieth century was demographically diverse. The demand 

for labor, especially in the sugar cane and pineapple industries, led to an influx of Asians, 

Europeans, Americans, and Pacific Islanders. As the percentage of native Hawaiians dwindled, 

Orientalizing of the native Hawaiian grew, as could be seen, for instance, from the mid-twentieth 

century onward in Hollywood films that fetishized the passivity of Hawai’i and its people.23 

Cinema posters like Waikiki Wedding (1937) (Fig. 1.15) exaggerated certain aspects of the 

culture, such as the grass skirt stereotype, light skinned Hawaiian women, the coconut bra, and 

the lassitude of its inhabitants. The film industry in Hawai’i focused profit and ignored the 

islands’ actual social issues.24 Savage, Eskridge, and Tennent offered different translations of 

Hawai’i in the 1930s. By applying their Western culture, these artists produced works that 

embodied, each in their own way, different ideas of what it meant in the early twentieth century 

to be “Hawaiian.” 

 

 
23  Medieros, “Dispossession,” 9. 
 
24  Lournes Minnema, “Different Types of Orientalism and Corresponding Views of Jew and 
Judaism: A Historical Overview of shifting perceptions and Stereotypes,” Antisemitism Studies, 
Vol. 4, No. 2 (Fall 2020), 270. Aware that Orientalism cannot be reduced to a single form, 
contemporary scholars have adopted Edward Said’s argument to other historical and 
geographical contexts. In regard to this comparative analysis, I touch upon the artistic 
Orientalism in the context of Hawaiian-based subject matters. With many multi-faceted concepts 
to follow on Orientalism, the analysis of these artists and their figural representations of native 
Hawaiians will be described as Foreign and Interesting, similar to Maurin’s and Palmer's 
viewings. The term “interesting” is meant to describe the perception of a fascinating, exotic, and 
stylized view of native Hawaiians. This “interesting” Other is not meant to seem threating, but 
rather drawn from the reality and the imagination of the Occident.  
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CHAPTER 2 

MURALS TO MENUS: EUGENE SAVAGE AND THE MATSON MURALS 
 
 

Introduction to Artist and Matson Murals 

          In 1938, Matson Navigation Company hired Eugene Francis Savage (b. 1883- d.1978) 

(Fig. 2.1), an American painter from Indiana, to create six “Hawai’i themed” murals for the 

passenger cruise ship SS Lurline (Fig. 2.2), a liner that could take passengers from San Francisco 

to Honolulu in five days. The murals were never installed after Savage submitted them in 1940. 

Because the SS Lurline was transformed into a troopship during the Pacific War. Matson placed 

the murals in storage, where they remained for decades. However, the subject matter and 

iconography persisted in other media, lithographic dinner menus, patterned fabric for aloha 

25shirts, and, as recently as 2020, face masks (Fig. 2.3).   

The murals picture both specific historical events and scenes depicting native Hawaiian 

cultural traditions.26 Two refer to the history of colonialism: A God Appears (Fig. 2.4) features 

Captain James Cook's arrival to the islands, while Hawai'i's Decisive Hour (Fig. 2.5) illustrates 

the illegal annexation and overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy of Queen Lili’uokalani in 1898. 

 
25  In 2020, shared on Facebook but reposted on Twitter, the 'Iolani Palace (the confirmed 
landscape locations to Hawai’i’s Decisive Hour) posted advertisements for donation and 
purchase of face mask coverings concerning COVID-19 using Eugene Savage's murals. The 
'Iolani Palace depends mostly on monetary donations from visitor tours and private donors. Not 
publicly funded, the Palace has risked bankruptcy and closure during this global pandemic. The 
murals advertised on these masks include, Pomp and Circumstance, Aloha… Universal Word, 
and Hawai’i’s Decisive Hour.  
 
26  All images of Savage’s six murals are PDF scanned documents from a lithographic 
dinner menu set printed in 1954. Colors may be altered from the original menu and murals.  
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The other four murals, Aloha… Universal Word (Fig. 2.6), Island Feast (Fig. 2.7), Festival of the 

Sea (Fig. 2.8), and Pomp and Circumstance (Fig. 2.9), show, respectively, the “aloha spirit,” a 

lū’au (celebration or a party), a hukilau (the sport of fishing), and the coronation of a new ali’i 

(chief). Together, these four murals suggest the strength of community in the Hawaiian tradition 

of celebration. Before looking in detail at how the murals integrated Hawaiian history, a 

discussion of Savage’s artistic background and the history of the commission is in order. 

 

Artist Background 

As a student at the Art Institute of Chicago, Eugene Francis Savage (1883-1978) won the 

Prix de Rome competition in 1912 for his painting Morning (Fig. 2.10), granting him residency 

in Italy for three years at the American Academy. 27 After receiving two Bachelors of Fine Arts 

in 1915 and 1924, and his Master of Arts in 1927, Savage’s reputation began to grow while 

serving on numerous art committees in New York. Based on his work at the academy in Rome 

and New York during the early 1920s, President Herbert Hoover and later President Franklin 

Delano Roosevelt appointed Savage to the National Commission of Fine Arts in 1933 and 1937. 

In 1935, Savage also began executing works commissioned by the Works Progress Association 

(WPA) for the U.S. Post Office Department mural series.28 Over a nearly six-decade-long career, 

he produced works for buildings such as the New York State Court of Appeals, Indiana State 

 
27            "Eugene Francis Savage: American 1883-1978" Taylor Graham Gallery website. 
Accessed August 4 2020. https://www.taylorandgraham.com/artists/248-eugene-francis-savage/ 
 
28             David Dearinger, Paintings and Sculpture in the Collection of the National Academy of 
Design: 1826-1925, (New York: Hudson Hills Press, 2004), 492-493. 
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House, Columbia University, Yale University, the Post Office building in Federal Triangle 

Bailey Memorial Foundation in Grand Army Plaza.29  

During this time, many American artists worked in one of two styles, a social 

realist/regionalist one or a European avant-gardist one.30 Savage had a foot in each one, and for 

this reason, as Jean Sapin argued shortly after the artist’s death, "his efforts remained mostly 

unexamined beyond his own generation."31 Savage’s work was unclassifiable (and therefore 

ignored) because of its heterogeneous influences.  Although steeped in the Italian Renaissance 

tradition (his time in Rome exposed him to Giotto, Michelangelo, and Piero della Francesca), his 

contemporaries Diego Rivera and José Clemente Orozco inspired his work as well.32  The 

Matson murals combine elements of the allegorical works of the Italian Primitives with those of 

the Mexican Muralists. Due to the impact of many art periods and movements on his work, 

Savage has been called a “transitional figure” between the mural tradition and the mural 

renaissance, a "superficial decoration of Art Deco," or even the last efforts of a “now-dying 

academicism.”33  

 
29   Dearinger, Paintings and Sculpture, 492-493. 
 
30  Jean Sapin, “Eugene Francis Savage: American Muralist” (Master Thesis, California 
State University: Northridge, 1979), 1. 
 
31  Sapin, “Eugene Francis Savage,” 1. 
 
32  Dearinger, Paintings and Sculpture, 492-493. 
 
33  Sapin, “Eugene Francis Savage,” xii, 2. Before the exposure to the Mexican Muralists 
Savage’s 1929 publication, Art Education responds to the Carnegie Corporation of New York's 
current structure and functionality to the National Academy of Design and its curriculum in 
classical training. He emphasized the future and evolution of art academia. He argues that "we 
[the art schools] are in grave danger of again wandering off into the spacial limbo of the 
ineffectual, leaving our world as ugly as before… We must find a new method of training or 
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When President Hoover appointed Savage to the WPA in 1933, he had already produced 

significant works such as Messenger of Sympathy and Love (Fig. 2.11) and Carrier of News and 

Knowledge (Fig. 2.12) for the U.S. Post Office Department mural series at the Ariel Rios Federal 

Building in Washington DC.34 Made just a few years before the Matson Murals, these two works 

hinted at the influence of los tres grandes of Mexican Muralism, Diego Rivera, David Siqueiros, 

and José Clemente Orozco. In Messenger of Sympathy and Love (Fig. 2.11) Savage used framing 

seen in Renaissance works (as well as his own previous works) with Orozco's bold color pallet. 

Although Savage typically drew upon his past experiences, the Matson Murals are more 

comparable to the Italian Renaissance mural tradition than to Mexican Muralism in a visual 

context as a commercialized landscape than a propagated society.  

Above all of them, knowing that Rivera typically had a social realist agenda, Savage may 

not have produced a similar message into his works although aware of the movement’s 

popularity in Rivera’s. Savage’s mural interpretations of Hawai’i versus Rivera’s interpretation 

of Mexico hold a major difference. Rivera painted labor centered scenes based on his own 

Mexican culture and heritage, whereas Savage, an Indiana native, had no personal connection to 

Hawaiian culture.  

 
return to an old one.” Savage heavily emphasized his claim that current (1929) art educators 
specialized in only one medium. Conclusively, and in mention, Savage asserted for the center of 
the art world to return to Rome, rather than its current place in France. This article embodied a 
disdain for the modern and contemporary art France started introducing to the world. It was not 
until later, in the 1940s and 50s, after completing works in Hawai’i, Florida, and for the WPA, 
that Savage adopted the modernism of Gauguin and other symbolist painters. Until then, Savage 
paraded his roots in Western European traditional way of painting. 
 
34  National Register of Historic Places for Fountain County Courthouse. Covington, 
Indiana, United States Department for Interior National Park Service, 2008, 22. 
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Although the works of the Mexican muralists seemed to have influenced his WPA 

murals, the Matson Murals made later resemble characteristics of Italian Renaissance frescoes 

and perhaps indirectly instructs others to follow this mural tradition because of Savage’s belief 

the art world to return to Rome instead of its current place in Paris. By the time Savage was 

commissioned for the Matson Murals, his personal style was a combination of traditional and 

twentieth-century muralism. 

 

Matson Navigation and the History of Commission  

Despite its commission and creation during this "age of murals" in Hawai’i, the United 

States government did not commission Savage's Hawai'i murals. Instead, Matson Navigation 

Company sought Savage to create the six Hawai'i "themed" murals as a private commission for 

their cruise ship, the SS Lurline. Matson was one of three large corporate and travel enterprises 

effectively running Hawai’i since the 1893 annexation of the Hawaiian Monarchy. Matson 

Navigation Company (now just “Matson”), headquartered in Honolulu, accounted for a large 

majority of the imports and exports of Hawai’i, Alaska, Guam, Micronesia, and many other parts 

of the South Pacific (over 90% of goods on the islands passed through the company’s hands) and 

profoundly shaped how visitors perceived the island.35  

Prior to World War II, Matson Navigation Company also made large profits off of luxury 

passenger travel. Although the company had many white-hulled luxury steamers, the SS Lurline 

was the one most associated with trips to Honolulu. The SS Lurline (Fig. 2.2) took wealthy 

 
35  “About Matson,” Matson Website, accessed August 14, 2020, 
https://www.matson.com/corporate/about_us/index.html.  
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American passengers from San Francisco to Honolulu in just a matter of days.36 Matson hired 

numerous notable artists, including Savage, to contribute souvenir artworks for this specific 

cruise line. Luggage tags, dinner menus, magazine advertisements, and take-home paper items 

all contributed to a culture of consumption that Hawai’i scholars have called a “travel aesthetic” 

and “commercialized leisure.”37 These items—including Savage’s six massive murals—offered 

tourists a “proto-typical, romantic, and safe destination,” ignoring the real problems occurring on 

the islands at the time.38 Thus, from the company's point of view, it became necessary for 

viewers to identify with the figures in the advertisements, envisioning themselves escaping from 

their daily office jobs to sit on a peaceful beach with native Hawaiian servants attending to their 

needs. 

Hired in 1938, Savage left his teaching post at Yale to spend three months on O’ahu 

studying, sketching, and researching the islands to the best of his ability.  He then took nearly 

three years on top of that to paint the six murals, completing all six between 1940 and 1941. His 

sketches included studies of Hawai’i’s extraordinary topography, rare flora, and indigenous 

artifacts that he would have seen onsite or in the Honolulu and Waikiki area museums and 

 
36  Multiple ships carried the name Lurline; some became outdated, others took damage 
from the voyages, but all of them traveled from the west coast of the continental U.S. to 
Honolulu. 
 
37  Alexander, America Goes Hawaiian, 24.  
 
38  Alexander, America Goes Hawaiian, 25. 
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botanical gardens. Savage also researched Hawai'i's history to understand the peculiarities of the 

islands’ atmosphere and culture.39  

Because the SS Lurline quickly turned from passenger voyage cruise to transport troopship 

for the Pacific War, tourists on these voyages never had the chance to admire Savage’s work in 

full scale. After the war ended, Matson turned the Lurline back to a passenger cruise ship but 

kept Savage’s six murals in storage. Matson printed lithographic copies of the murals into 

handheld menus for dinner guests from 1947-1955. Although an exact rotational order is 

uncertain, each mural was assigned to a different daily menu and included a short excerpt on the 

image's historical background.40 Passengers at the time could purchase a set of these menus for 

as little as a few dollars. Sold as mementos or given to passengers as gifts, over 250,000 of these 

menus still linger today while the original murals sit in the Matson corporate offices in Oakland, 

California, and Phoenix, Arizona.41 

 

 

 

 

 
39  Theresa Papanikolas, Art Deco Hawai’i, (Honolulu: Honolulu Museum of Art, 2914), 1-
3. 
 
40  The small historical excerpts in the menus describing Savage’s subject matters use harsh 
language toward Native Hawaiians and incorrect information on the historical events exhibited. 
 
41          Resurfaced only twice in the last 80 years, the Matson murals were on public view on 
only two occasions: the Hilton Hawaiian 80th Anniversary Celebration in 2007 and the Art Deco: 
Hawai’i exhibition at the Honolulu Museum of Art in 2014. The Honolulu Museum of Art, 
private art collectors Michael Horikawa, Josh, and Lori Feldman possess the original charcoal 
sketches of Aloha… the Universal Word, Festival of the Sea, and Island Feast, respectively.  
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Case Studies of the Six Matson Murals    

A God Appears (Figure 2.4) 

The two "historical" murals of the series depict British navigators' arrival in 1779 and the 

annexation of Hawai’i in 1898. The scenes in the remaining murals show either a time before the 

British's arrival or events falling between 1779 and 1898. A God Appears captures the moment 

when Captain James Cook greeted Ali’i Kalani’ōpu’u on the big island of Hawai’i in Kealakekua 

bay in 1779, roughly a year after his initial arrival on the island of Kaua'i on January 20th, 1778. 

The fact that the crew and its ships arrived toward the ending of the Hawaiian harvesting festival 

Makahiki led native Hawaiians to believe that Cook was their god Lono in human form.  

Still celebrated as a holiday by native Hawaiian communities today, Makahiki marks the 

start of the Hawaiian new year. An approximately four-month period, from November to January 

or February, during which the constellation Pleiades (in Hawaiian called Makali'i) rises at sunset, 

Makahiki celebrates peace, plenty, relaxation, games, and harvest.42 Most importantly, Makahiki 

honored Lono (Fig. 2.13), one of Hawai'i's four major gods.43 Lono's domain includes fertility, 

agriculture, and peace. To appease Lono during the festive period, all Ali'i nui (Hawaiian high 

chiefs) traditionally engaged in truces, collected taxes, and led offertory processions in which the 

akua loa (Fig. 2.14), a long staff with squares of kapa (bark cloth) hanging off it symbolizes the 

 
42  Hawaiian culture had two seasons on the islands: the wet season and the dry season. 
Makahiki occurring toward the colder months of the year indicate it as the rainy or wet season. 
 
43  The four major gods of Hawai’i: Lono (Agriculture, fertility, rain and peace), Kāne 
(Father of living creatures, highest of the four), Kanaloa (god of Underworld, ruler of ocean and 
teacher of Magic), and Kū (God of War).  
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great Lono, was marched across the island. As representatives to Lono, the islands' high chiefs 

collected these offerings, and the akua loa led the processions around the island. 

This extensive period of feasts, sports, hula (traditional Hawaiian dancing) and 

storytelling, was a time of rejuvenation and replenishment for the 'āina (the land) and the kānaka 

maoli (native Hawaiians). It was a time for native Hawaiians to reset and reflect upon their 

community and lands.44   

Cook's two ships, the HMS Resolution and HMS Discovery, dropped anchor in 

Kealakekua bay on Hawai'i island in January of 1779 during the captain’s second visit to the 

islands. The Hawaiian people, who treated Cook as their God, showered him with lei and made 

food offerings. On February 4th, 1779, Cook departed after having exhausted the area’s 

resources following Makahiki celebrations.45 Shortly after leaving the bay, the British ships 

encountered rough seas, forcing them to return to the islands for repairs. This time, the islanders 

did not welcome them; the damages suffered by Cook's ships proved to the native Hawaiians that 

he was an imposter. Angry at this betrayal and trickery, the native Hawaiians looted the ships. In 

response, Cook went ashore and took ali'i Kalani’ōpu’u hostage until the items were returned. 

This provoked a violent battle between the natives and Cook’s crew. Outraged at the attempted 

kidnapping of their chief, thousands of vengeful native Hawaiians forced Cook to retreat to the 

 
44  “Makahiki,” Hawai’i History, accessed August 20, 2020 
http://www.hawaiihistory.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=ig.page&PageID=534.  
 
45  In Cook's journey to the islands, he deemed the island chain's name as "The Sandwich 
Isles." 
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ship, where he and four of his marines died a month after having been welcomed with open 

arms.46 

A God Appears barely addressed the event. The only indication that this event took place 

during the time of Makahiki is the silhouette of a Lono idol on the left between the pua (pig) and 

the canoe sail in the background (Fig. 2.15). Its presence suggests that Savage had recognized the 

importance of Lono, yet he nevertheless hid the idol in the background as not to divert attention 

away from the arrival of the Westerners. Within this image, Savage subtly indicated the deities 

and traditions of Hawai'i but omitted other integral objects involved with Makahiki such as the 

large akua loa (large wooden staff with bark cloth) marched for Lono, in order to prioritize the 

British arrival. The timing of Cook's arrival to the bay at the ending of the rainy season during 

Makahiki is a crucial component of why and how Captain Cook died, thus changing the course 

of Hawaiian history as well.  

Savage’s murals presented a highly sanitized version of Hawaiian history. The warm 

welcome scene extended to Westerners upon their arrival makes little reference to the violence 

that subsequently occurred once the Hawaiian people realized that the British Captain was not 

one of their major gods. Of the two focal figures in the image, it is Cook who faces the viewers 

making him the immediate and recognizable protagonist to the scene and not the native chief 

offering him a lei (flower garland). The mural's title, "A God Appears," further reinforces the 

notion that the native Hawaiians were celebrating Westerners as superior beings rather than their 

own holiday, which the colonists just happened to interrupt.  

 
46  “Cook Landing Site, HI,” National Park Service, https://www.nps.gov/places/cook-
landing-site.htm.  
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Aloha… The Universal Word (Fig. 2.6) 

 In Aloha…The Universal Word Savage addressed the three meanings of the word aloha 

in Hawai’i: hello, goodbye, and love. The three meanings of Aloha can be expressed in various 

ways in Hawaiian culture: by a simple gift of a lei, by a celebratory feast, or a newly rehearsed 

hula, all of which appear in Aloha… Universal word. The mural depicts an island princess 

greeting a neighboring island chief with a lei stretching diagonally across the entire image. The 

chief arrives with his consort and is given fruits, meats, and deity icons, among many other gifts. 

In this image, it is unclear if the two island communities are celebrating an arrival or departure; it 

is safe to assume that it could be either one.47 The grand gesture of presenting a lei to another 

signifies all three meanings of the word “Aloha.” Above all, when gifted a lei, it implies that the 

giver is giving a token of their love and affection for you. Thus, the simple gesture of gifting this 

simple flower garland means all three of aloha's meanings. 

In local Hawai’i, the phrase “Aloha Spirit” refers to the hospitality between the people of 

Hawai’i and the islands itself. Aloha is not just a term to mean “hello,” “goodbye,” and “love.” 

Aloha is a term of familial endearment and a feeling of unconditional mutual respect and love to 

one another, regardless of blood relation. However, there is a tension between the word aloha, 

and the phrase aloha spirit. The “aloha spirit” became a marketing ploy to lure tourists to the 

islands expecting automatic hospitality from the islands despite being respectful of the culture 

 
47  Pregnant women are the exception to gift-giving a lei because a circular lei symbolizes 
the umbilical cord's tangling. Instead, pregnant women should be offered open-ended lei, as not 
to agitate the superstition of a difficult pregnancy or labor. 
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and the lands.48 This specific mural scene, along with the rest of the series capitalizes off of the 

“aloha spirit” tourists expected to receive once arriving to the shore. 

A prominent feature in the mural series, and in Aloha in particular, is a composition 

organized around groups of skinny, elegant, and passive women. Here women outnumber men, 

and the “island princess” is larger and otherworldly, almost as if an allegorical figure.49 In all six 

of Savage’s murals, native Hawaiian women do not wear anything culturally accurate.  Just as in 

A God Appears, women wear form-fitting, skin-tight dresses accentuating their bodies' curves 

with lei covering exposed breasts and with hibiscus flowers in their hair – none of which 

resembled native Hawaiian regalia.  In contrast, the men have darker skin tones and wear what at 

the time would have been considered a "primitive" wardrobe. 50 The juxtaposition of clothing 

differences between the men and women in these murals supports the idea that Hawai'i men were 

exotically primitive and the women were exotically beautiful. As an art review in 1945 praising 

the decorative quality of Savage’s landscapes stated, "unfortunately, he has a penchant for 

introducing romantic native maidens in his scenes, and a figure painter he is not.”51 

 
48   Medeiros, “Hawaiian History,” 29.  
 
49  Inside the lithographic menu of Aloha… Universal Word, the written excerpt about it 
mentions no specific names to this "island princess" or the neighboring island chief. Therefore, it 
is difficult to mention a date or year stamp to this image pre-contact or post-contact Captain 
Cook. 
 
50  Many people associate these Ikaika (strength) helmets as small mini figurines that hang 
off the car rearview mirror, many people in Hawai’i own these small figurines in their car as a 
token of luck protection when they drive. Like the hula girl on the car dash, Ikaika or Makini 
helmets make a big appearance in local trinkets sold off for tourism. 
 
51          James, Wartrous, “Savage at Ferargil.” ART News. 1945, 25. 
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Hawai’i’s Decisive Hour (Fig. 2.5) 

Perhaps the most controversial mural in the series, Savage decided to create an image 

depicting the “celebration” of the American annexation of Hawai’i on August 12, 1898.  Many 

Americans still remain unaware of American businessmen's illegal actions to overthrow the 

Hawaiian Monarchy in their attempt to ratify the islands as an American territory. Like A God 

Appears (Fig. 2.4) and Aloha, the image adopts a Western perspective rather than an indigenous 

one. The figures in this scene come in from both sides; two large clusters of spectators and 

foliage frame the critical political moment.  

Set in courtyard of ‘Iolani Palace (Fig. 2.17) in Honolulu, the mural pictures American 

citizens surrounding Queen Lili’uokalani on her throne during the islands' ratification ceremony. 

A portrait of President McKinley hangs in the center of a wreath; Navy sailors blow trumpets in 

celebration of this newly acquired set of land; Sanford B. Dole (right) shakes hands with Harold 

Sewell (left) in acknowledgment that Hawai'i was now a territory of the United States (here also 

symbolizing the American flag at the very top of this image). The foreground is occupied mainly 

by local or Caucasian women in fashionable 1890s dress, with their backs toward the viewer. 

Some actively celebrate, while others sit passively watching the events unfold. Children look 

directly at the viewers, and one little boy off to the left-hand side runs in exasperation, his facial 

expression making it unclear if he runs in fear or excitement of the event. Placing children in a 

controversial occasion makes the event to look non-threatening and perhaps suggests a positive 

future. Tellingly, few Hawaiian people are present. 
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Island Feast (Fig. 2.7) 

The persistent theme in the Matson murals is Hawai’i’s need for a celebration, and Island 

Feast provides a broad context of what that entails. On the islands of Hawai’i, many occasions 

warrant the celebration of a lū’au.  In ancient Hawai’i, lū’au commemorated marriages, births, or 

coronations. In modern-day Hawai'i, especially in tourist friendly O’ahu, lū’au arenas pepper the 

south (Waikiki), the west (Kapolei), and the northern (La’ie) sides of the island. The festivities in 

a lū’au consist of music, a hula, sporting activities like surfing, and a large feast. Typically, a 

pua (pig) cooked whole in a lava-rock-heated imu (pit) was served. Other typical foods included 

ahi (tuna) fish, kalo (taro), and breadfruit, all wrapped in laulau (tea leaves). The taro was 

usually pounded into poi (a paste-like consistency when pounding taro), and many flower lei 

were strung or braided. All of these activities occur in Island Feast, further emphasizing 

Savage’s portrayal of the event as magical, otherworldly, and utopian. 

 

Festival of the Sea (Fig. 2.8) 

The theme of celebration permeates Festival of the Sea as well. The image features a 

hukilau (the sport of catching fish) and the connections in which native Hawaiians drew their 

sustenance from the sea.52 Massive nets are fastened together to make a communal net 1000ft in 

length (and sometimes even longer). Weights are attached to the sides to help the nets sink to the 

bottom of the seafloor. Strong swimmers follow the canoes that carry the lau (net). The 

swimmers gather the corners of the net full of fish and swim it towards the shore, where people 

 
52       “Fishing.” http://www.hawaiihistory.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=ig.page&CategoryID=289 
Along with their collective spiritual journeys, fish typically complimented the Hawaiian diet of 
kalo (taro root).  
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on the shore help pull the net inward. The larger the fish, the larger the joy from spectators. The 

ali’i (chiefs) kept the best catch for themselves, while the remaining catch would then get 

divided between the village and the gods. 

In Savage's take on the subject, the joyous expressions of most of the figures' faces 

convey the excitement of a plentiful catch. A half-dozen men in the water lug the large catch to 

shore while the rest of the figures reel in the olona (plant woven ropes). Another group of 

paddlers in the background guide their boat inward toward the shore, and two surfers follow 

them riding a nalu (wave). The ali’i, upfront with his ‘Ahu ‘ula (feather cloak) draped around 

him and a mahiole (feather helmet) on his head, watches with bated breath for the catch, while a 

swimmer toward the bottom right holds up a fish as if to present it to the chief as the best catch 

of the day. The people on the shore all wear lei around their necks and tight clothing, around the 

chest or shoulders for women and around the waist for men. Again, Savage reduces women to 

ornament and men to primitives. 

 

Pomp and Circumstance (Fig. 2.9) 

Pomp and Circumstance pictures the coronation of a new island ali’i (chief). To earn the 

title of King or chief in ancient Hawai’i, they had to beat their rivals with strength and skill in 

battle. A victorious chief would become a demi-god according to ancient Hawaiian culture. A 

leader wore a cloak made from the feathers of 80,000 birds and a matching helmet. Red feathers 

came from the I’iwi or ‘Apapane birds, and the yellow feathers came from a much rarer bird 

called ō’ō.53 To ensure a steady supply of feathers for these lavish cloaks, Hawaiians never 

 
53  Due to disease and invasive species arriving on the islands, ō’ō birds are extinct. 
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slaughtered these birds after plucking their plumage but instead released them back into the wild 

and waited for them to regrow the limited red feathers on their chest.54 

Savage pictured this occasion of a new leader not between two warriors in the middle of 

battle, but after the fact, with another party. The celebration of a new chief was another occasion 

for a lū’au. Groups of women danced a hula, while others wove lei, and prepared the food. This 

feast comprised many of the same foods seen in the other festive murals: pua (pig), kalo (taro), 

breadfruit, pineapples, bananas, and coconuts. Toward the right, a pile of surfboards rest against 

a coconut tree, suggesting a surf contest occurred that day. At the rear of this scene, a couple on 

two horses ride toward the island's mauka (mountains) side. This series’ celebratory themes 

suggest that Hawai’i was always about leisured events and parties and not a place of politics, 

industry, and cultural conflict. 

 

Case Studies Analyses: Historical Discrepancies 

In the Matson Murals, Savage sacrificed historical accuracy for contemporary exotic 

fantasy. For example, the fishermen and the crowd surrounding Cook and Kalani’ōpu’u in A God 

Appears hold pineapples (Fig. 2.16). Possibly the food most associated with Hawai’i, the 

Spanish introduced the invasive pineapple plant in 1813 that thrived in the fertile volcanic soil. 55 

 
 
54  The process of collecting feathers for a single cloak took anywhere from months to years 
at a time. 
 
55  Duane Bartholomew, Richard Hawkins, “Hawai’i Pineapple: The Rise and Fall of an 
Industry,” Hort Science, Vol 47, No. 10, Oct 2012. 
https://journals.ashs.org/hortsci/view/journals/hortsci/47/10/article-p1390.xml Pineapples may 
have been introduced to Hawai’i earlier than 1813, but its first documentation to the islands 
when Calvinist missionaries arrived in 1813. Whether or not pineapples were introduced before 
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Therefore, it was anachronistic to include its fruit in the scene of the British arrival of 1779, 

thirty years before the plant appeared on Hawaiian shores.56 Similarly, Savage inserted other 

non-native foods into Island Feast, A God Appears, Aloha, and Pomp and Circumstance that did 

not belong to the traditional Hawaiian lū’au, such as bananas and watermelons. 

Food was not the only foreign element included by Savage. In Pomp and Circumstance 

(Fig. 2.9), two men on horseback ride between the two crowds towards the mountains. Horses 

did not exist on the islands until the beginning of the nineteenth century. A visitor names Richard 

J. Cleveland brought the horse to Hawai’i as a gift to Kamehameha the First in 1803.57 

Pineapples and horses are just two elements Savage inserted to make the islands conform to the 

travel aesthetic. 

 

The Native Hawaiian as an Orient 

In addition to introducing anachronistic details, Savage also interpreted the native in an 

exoticizing way. Each mural presents an idealized and Orientalizing image of women on the 

islands for the male gaze. Like native men, they are heroic, muscular, and symbolically 

connected to the land. In many ways, these images of native Hawaiians repeated the same clichés 

of an atemporal, ethereal, and magical Other that the critic Edward Said argues was the 

 
this event or not, Savage still utilizes them in this image to promote them as “native” when the 
big plantation industry surged in the late 1800’s early 1900’s. 
 
56  The first written documentation of pineapples on the islands was in 1813. 
 
57  L.A. Henke, “A Survey of Livestock in Hawaii.” University of Hawaii, no. 5, Aug 1929, 
5. After a few decades of horses on the islands they became "curse and nuisance to the country 
and to most of their owners, especially to the lower classes of natives." 
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framework through which the West interpreted Middle Eastern and Far Eastern cultures. Savage 

was thus continuing a view of Polynesia that had existed in art since at least the eighteenth 

century.58 

The women in every mural present the same body type, hair, and pose. In Rockette-like 

formations, Savage’s women dance the hula, string a lei, or serve food. Though engaged in 

activity, these women nonetheless appear passive, submissive, gracefully succumb to arriving 

men, or sitting idly by as America takes their land from their queen. Savage never portrayed 

native Hawaiian men as threatening, unlike George Carter's (Fig. 1.7) and Johann Zoffany’s (Fig. 

1.8) depictions in their paintings on Captain Cook’s death. If anything, they are stoic, non-

confrontational, and absorbed in physical activity, duly serving the ali’i (chief) or doing work for 

the community. Like the women, Savage’s men conform to a type. Their facial expressions are 

inevitably joyous, suggesting that they are more than happy to participate in the celebrations. In 

Hawai’i’s Decisive Hour (Fig. 2.5), Savage did not allow any expression other than excitement. 

Anything other than an engaging or excited archetype would have been discomforting to 

American tourists whose travel was only possible because of annexation.  

Since Savage had the exposure to many of the great masters in his early working years 

such as Giotto, Michelangelo, and Piero Della Francesca to name a few, Savage’s work mimics 

particular aspects of Italian Renaissance frescoes more than anything else. Giotto’s Kiss of Judas 

(Fig. 2.18) piles heads upon heads to achieve depth and movement in the scene. Similarly, men 

are piled in heads in an upward tilt on the left-hand side of Hawai’i’s Decisive Hour (Fig. 2.5), 

 
58  Alexander, America Goes Hawaiian, 12. 
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this clustering motif is also present at the greeting between Kalani’ōpu’u and Cook in A God 

Appears as well. These are just a few examples of a pattern that continuously occurs in all of 

Savage’s murals.  

In his research, Savage focused almost exclusively on the Honolulu and Waikiki areas, 

which are still the most touristed cities of O’ahu. Due to this limited scope, Savage histories were 

highly selective and inaccurate. In conclusion, his portrayals of the islands were catered and 

manipulated to appease the rich cruise line passengers' intended audience.  

Honolulu scholars deemed this collection of murals as a treasure to Hawaiian modernism 

and in addition a subsequent interwar grouping called “Art Deco.”59 This claim, I argue, should 

not be framed on Savage’s ability to create scenes blending modernist techniques and indigenous 

inspired formulae, but because Matson allowed their murals to be “modernism accessible to the 

masses.”60 The mass printing of the menus made the images widely available to the tourist 

demographic and Hawai'i public. The Matson Murals blueprint similar to a Renaissance fresco 

than it exhibits any modern stylistic patterns. The overlapping of dozens of figures, the bright 

color palette, the lack of negative space, and the overwhelming movement at once in the images 

mimic the works of some of the great masters Savage studied while in Rome two decades 

earlier.61 Ten years before submitting the Matson series, in his own writing of Art Education in 

 
59  Papanikolas, Art Deco Hawai’i, 25-26. 
 
60  Papanikolas, Art Deco Hawai’i, 7. 
 
61   Stephen J Campbell and Michal Cole, Italian Renaissance, (New York: Thanmes & 
Hudson, 2012), 31. 
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1929, Savage proclaimed that the art world's center should return to Rome.62 The Renaissance 

allusions of this mural series hint at Savage's stance of the Renaissance style existing in other 

forms of art in subtle ways. 

Perhaps Savage was following his commissioner's explicit instructions, Matson 

Navigation, to create this tropical, exotic, and romanticized image of the islands. On the other 

hand, the tourism areas possibly influenced Savage's studies by presenting an already pre-

meditated hula-girl servant formula in a travel aesthetic to tourists of the 1930s. At any rate, 

whether he acted of his own accord or instructed to do so by his patron, the result was a set of 

murals that fed an exoticized view of Hawai'i to those with the means to travel. Much like the 

mural mimicking the aloha spirit in Aloha…Universal Word, the entire series attempts to evoke 

feelings of welcome, nostalgia, and restoration. 

Tourism in Hawai'i created a new and prosperous economy for the American business 

world. To this day, tourism is the most significant source of income for the islands. However, 

with the creation of this new economy, in turn, it exploited the indigenous culture. The 

discrepancies Savage presented further fetishize Hawai'i to benefit the significant corporations 

capitalizing the islands for propagated and economic purposes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
62   Eugene Savage, “On Art Education,” Carnegie Hall of New York, 1929, 6. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ROBERT LEE ESKRIDGE AND THE SPORTS PAVILION 

 
Introduction to Robert Lee Eskridge and the Makahiki Murals 

          During the Great Depression, the Works Progress Administration commissioned a plethora 

of regional parks to provide Americans with jobs in public construction as well as a space for 

leisure. Although the United States did not admit the Hawaiian Islands as a state until 1959, the 

WPA included Hawai'i (then a territory) as part of the program. One result of the ingenuity, 

imagination, and perseverance of the local park initiative was Ala Moana Regional Beach Park, a 

1.25-mile-long stretch of beach shore on the outskirts of Waikiki.63 While constructing the park 

in the 1930s, Robert Lee Eskridge (Fig. 3.1) received a commission from the Works Progress 

Administration for two murals depicting native Hawaiian ceremonies and celebrations for both 

tourists the native community alike. Like Savage’s A God Appears, Eskridge's two murals, The 

Makai Mural (Fig. 3.2) and The Mauka Mural (Fig. 3.3), represented native Hawaiian harvest 

celebration, Makahiki, but in a less exoticizing manner. 

  

Artist Background 

Robert Lee Eskridge (b.1891- d.1975), an American artist from Philadelphia, was widely 

praised for murals, paintings, watercolors, and children's books, such as Mangareva: The 

Forgotten Islands (Fig.  3.4) and Umi: The Hawaiian Boy Who Become a King (Fig. 3.5).64 that 

 
63  Robert Weyener, Ala Moana The People’s Park Book, (Honolulu: Department of Parks 
and Recreation, 1987), 2. 
 
64  Forbes, Encounters with Paradise, 213. 
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accurately depicted Pacific island people, traditions, legends, and history. Eskridge had no 

official training in sketching until he turned seventeen and moved to the West Coast, where he 

studied at the University of Southern California in 1908 before moving to the Art Institute of 

Chicago in 1911. Coming from a long line of sea captains, Eskridge journeyed to many parts of 

the South Seas that sailors would not dare go.65 He rarely stayed put in a place that did not have a 

tropical climate or was geographically near the equator.66 After serving in World War I, Eskridge 

returned to Chicago in 1923. Not long after, he took the familiar path of studying in Paris and 

between 1923-1925 traveled to North Africa and the Balearic Islands. 

Upon returning to the United States, Eskridge completed between 1925-1927, a plethora 

of commissions. The Chicago Palmer house tasked him with four murals on Marco Polo, and he 

also finished a commission for the Women’s Athletic Club. His temporary return to Chicago had 

another motive, to save up money to partake in the same journey as the infamous Paul Gauguin; 

in 1927, Eskridge set course for Tahiti.  

After meeting Paul Gauguin’s son Emil, Eskridge was inspired to study the indigenous 

culture. He visited Mangareva and Maupiti in 1931 and then made his way to Hawai’i in 1932.67 

When arriving in Honolulu in 1932, after spending approximately four years in Tahiti, 

 
 
65  CJ Rulliet, “Artists of Chicago: Past and Present, Robert Lee Eskridge,” 
https://www.illinoisart.org/no-37-robert-lee-eskridge. 
 
66  Rulliet, “Artists of Chicago.” At one point, he needed to “recuperate” from life among 
the islands to sketch and make watercolors of coal miners in Pennsylvania because he had “too 
much tropics.” 
 
67  Forbes, Encounters with Paradise, 213. 
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Mangareva, and other parts of the South Seas, Eskridge began exhibiting his work almost 

immediately upon arrival.68 His watercolors and personal studies earned him a show at the 

Honolulu Academy of Arts in February of 1933.69 After completing the Lester McCoy Pavilion 

murals in 1937, Eskridge left Hawai'i for a short while, only to return as a professor University 

of Hawai'i at Mānoa from 1939-1941. He then left again after the attack on Pearl Harbor in 

December of 1941.70 Eskridge returned to teach at his alma mater, the University of Southern 

California and Scripps College. He returned to the islands in 1945 after World War II ended.   

 

Ala Moana Beach Park and the History of Commission 

Robert Lee Eskridge’s McCoy Pavilion murals on the Makahiki contributed to these 

didactic intentions of Ala Moana.71 The Lester McCoy Pavilion murals were some of the earliest 

and most ambitious works of public art in Hawai’i and would significantly impact subsequent 

 
68  Hawai'i was different from the rest of Polynesia; the islands began to see the blooming of 
a new tourism industry and started to become urbanized, especially in the Honolulu areas of 
O’ahu. 
 
69  Forbes, Encounters with Paradise, 257. 
 
70  Eskridge formed relationships with other headliner artists working at the same time. On 
the Dole Pineapple Company assignment, Georgia O'Keeffe traveled to Hawai'i in 1939, tasked 
to paint advertisements. Upon departing the islands back to New York, she gifted her remaining 
paints and art supplies to Eskridge. 
 
71  “History of the Murals,” Associated plaque attached to the pavilion. Eskridge 
accommodated the work to the layout of the pavilion architecture. The roof's triangular formation 
forced Eskridge to work around two circular vents in the center of each wall. The designs of 
these circular vents Eskridge painted resembles Tapa patterns. The ink for tapa comes from 
ground-up earth pigments such as charcoal or kukui nuts. 
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production on the islands.72 Predating Savage’s Matson Murals, completed in 1937, Eskridge’s 

public murals initiated the “age of the mural in Hawai’i.”73 This Works Progress Administration 

asked for two murals in the Lester McCoy Pavilion, The Makai Mural and The Mauka Mural. 

Heavily used directional terms, the word “Makai” means “toward the oceanside,” and “Mauka” 

means “toward the mountainside.”74 To the Honolulu Parks Board of Hawai’i’s WPA project, 

Eskridge was a logical choice for the commission because of his experience in mural work in 

Chicago for the Palmer House and the Women's Athletic Club.75 Eskridge did not contribute the 

first artwork of Hawaiian modernism, but his work on the Lester McCoy Pavilion murals 

pioneered the public art scene in Hawai’i as a landmark piece of arts of Hawai’i after its 

unveiling in 1937. 

 Ala Moana Beach Park (Fig. 3.6), literally translating to "Ocean Park," located on the 

southeastern shores of O’ahu near downtown Honolulu and Waikiki sits near the islands’ most 

touristed sites. Built out of the ocean and partly off of a coral reef, the regional park’s seventy-

six acres originally belonged to the Kingdom of Hawai’i before its annexation in 1898. The 

American government possessed the title of the land in 1897 and when the city received the deed 

to the land from the federal government, the government instructed the city to use the land 

 
72  "Robert Lee Eskridge (1891-1975)" Isaacs Art Center Hawai'i Preparatory Academy. 
Accessed August 23 2020. 
https://isaacsartcenter.hpa.edu/artistworks.php?artistId=158161&artist=  
 
73  Papanikolas, Art Deco: Hawai’i, 22. 
 
74  In the pavilion's geographical location, the Makai Mural faces south, and the Mauka 
Mural faces north. 
 
75  Forbes, Encounters with Paradise, 213. 
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“wholly as a public park or other public use of like nature” and that “upon ceasing to be so used 

as to the whole or any part thereof said property together with any and all additions, 

improvements and appurtenances shall revert to the territory of Hawai’i.”76 

 The Outdoor Circle, an exclusive club of women and wives involved in the city's 

municipal affairs and county, promoted the idea of the park before the WPA approved 

construction for it in the 1930s.77 The Outdoor Circle's constant push pressured Governor 

Charles McCarthy to approve of the project proposal in 1925.78 Permits were authorized in 1928, 

and the full plan to begin construction started in 1931. Some critical components of the park 

remain historical landmarks: The Bridle Path Bridge (Fig. 3.7), Roosevelt Portal Dedication (Fig. 

3.8), the Lawn Bowling (Fig. 3.9), the Promenade (Fig. 3.10), the Central Terrace (Fig. 3.11), 

Banyan Court (Fig. 3.12), and finally, the McCoy Sports Pavilion (Fig. 3.13). These portions of 

the park all comprise what President Roosevelt deemed “the people’s park” of Hawai’i.79 Project 

leaders commissioned for works of art in other areas of the park. Along the Mauka 

(Mountainside) and the Makai (Oceanside) walls of the Banyan courtyard, Honolulu artist 

Marguerite Blasingame installed bas-relief marble sculptures of Hawaiian figures (Fig. 3.14 and 

 
76  “Ala Moana Beach Park History,” Historic American Landscapes Survey, 4.  
Robert Weyeneth, Ala Moana The People’s Park Book, Department of Parks and Recreation, 
1987, 3. 
 
77  “Ala Moana Beach Park History,” Historic American Landscapes Survey, 4, and  
Weyeneth, Ala Moana The People’s Park Book, 1987, 2. 
 
78  “Ala Moana Beach Park History,” 4 and Weyeneth, Ala Moana The People’s Park Book, 
2. 
 
79  “Ala Moana Beach Park Key Historic Features,” Historic Hawai’i Foundation, Ala 
Moana Regional Park History Walk, 2018, 8. 
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3.15), and abstracted mosaic Hawaiian figures on the attached portal entryways of the pavilion 

(Fig. 3.16). The bas-relief on the courtyard's Mauka side depicts a native Hawaiian man and 

woman playing nose flutes. On the Makai side, Blasingame sculpted another native Hawaiian 

couple, but this pair of figures share the intimately traditional Hā.80 The courtyard's two side 

entrances contain the same five mosaic abstracted native figures partaking in athletic activities. 

This New Deal project provided visitors with a comprehensive experience of architecture, art, 

landscape, seascape, and fine art.  

The park’s primary objective was to enrich the lives of the communities and “express the 

cultural heritage of Hawai’i.”81 The melting pot of ethnicities, cultures, and people of Hawai'i 

made Walter Dillingham aware of the "complex racial mixture" of the city, and he wanted the 

park to revive "lost" island traditions for Hawai'i residents new and old. Ala Moana's blueprints 

indicate that the park contained a "Hawaiian Village" including grass huts to "stimulate the 

interest of Polynesian Arts and Crafts."82 Despite that plan not coming into effect, the park board 

 
80  The native Hawaiian greeting Hā requires two people to press their foreheads together 
and share that “breath of life.” When exhaling, phonetically, it sounds like the word Hā. When 
western navigators arrived to the islands, Ancient Hawaiians needed to differentiate them from 
the natives. Ancient Hawaiians referred to them as Ha’ole. The word is a contraction of Hā (the 
breath of life) and a’ole (no). This loosely translates the word to "Those who say 'no' to the 
breath of life." Now, Haole refers to foreigners or those who are not native to the islands. 
 
81  “Ala Moana Beach Park History,” 5. Now, nearly 85 years old, Ala Moana Beach Park 
remains a special place in the heart of the state. Most of the structures within the park remain 
despite sporadic instances of damage and closure for repair. The parks repurpose as a military 
base for World War II from 1941-1946 required many renovations to restore the park to its 
original orientation. The lagoons continue to hold large events, such as Memorial Day Lantern 
Festivals, 5K races, and holiday firework displays.  
 
82  Weyeneth, Ala Moana The People’s Park Book, 25. 
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still aspired to teach visitors about Hawaiian traditions at risk of erasure. Ironically, Ala Moana. 

a “piece of unspoiled Hawai’i” was promoted as a man-made beach.83  

 

Makahiki Festivals: The Makai Mural and The Mauka Mural 

The McCoy murals detail numerous traditional celebrations and annual athletic activities 

of Makahiki (Harvest Festival). Makahiki celebrates peace, fertility, and the harvesting god, 

Lono, during the winter rainy season of November to the end of February. The Mauka and the 

Makai murals narrate activities and components of the Hawaiian Harvest festival period, 

Makahiki.84 Murals like Eskridge’s dedicated to a pivotal event to Native Hawaiians, like 

Makahiki, provided residents a glimpse of how kānaka maoli (Native Hawaiians) lived and 

celebrated before imperialism, settlers, and missionaries arrived on the islands.  

The Makai Mural (Fig. 3.2), facing the ocean side of the pavilion, concentrates on the 

athletic activities and the presence of the Hawaiian chiefs, and the celebration of Lono. These 

men participate in makahiki pa’ani ho’oikaika (annual sports tournaments) such as he’e holua 

(sledding), ‘ulu maika (bowling), and mokomoko (hand-to-hand combat). Off to the left-hand 

side, a sixth athlete dances to the beats of an ‘uli ‘uli (gourd rattle) and a pahu (drum). Lono’s 

 
83  Weyeneth, Ala Moana The People’s Park Book, 2. The park's sand does not originate 
from any southside beach. When reconstructed in 1976, the park’s sand came from the north 
shore. North shore sand feels coarser, and the singular pieces of sand are a bit larger than the 
south, which has finer sand and a softer texture.  
 
84  Now a celebrated holiday in contemporary Hawai’i once again, Makahiki and other 
native Hawaiian traditions were recently rejuvenated in a Hawaiian Renaissance in the 1970’s. 
Before then, tourists, kānaka maoli (native Hawaiians), and Hawai’i residents looked to public 
murals and museum artifacts to educate themselves on the ancient Hawaiian ways. 
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face appears in blue in geometric and abstracted tribal shapes behind the leaders. In the 

background, priests guard the akua loa (A long staff carrying the tapa banner of Lono, marched 

during Makahiki) of Lono in front of the mountain Lae’ahi (Diamond Head crater). Incorporating 

an existing mountain landscape in the mural encouraged viewers to think of these celebrations 

happening right where they stood. Lae’ahi’s iconic crater is approximately five miles from the 

park.85 These three components of the mural, the games, the politics, and the accurate 

geographical landscape were crucial to Makahiki. 

Placed on the side of the pavilion facing the mountains, the Mauka Mural (Fig. 3.3) 

displays the two largest leisure and competitive activities still active in contemporary Hawai’i: 

Wave Sliding (He’e Nalu, commonly known as surfing) and Canoe racing (Hei-Hei Wa’a).86 

Shown in the background, these events and parties unfold in front of Punchbowl Crater 

(Puowaina) and its surrounding hills on the south shore of O’ahu.87 A party of ali’i (chiefs) 

travel with their entourages between villages and islands by Wa’a Kaulua (double rimmed 

 
85  Lae’ahi, the most identifiable landmark of O’ahu translates to “brow of an ahi.” Ahi 
(tuna) have a brow at the top of their head in a similar shape to the dormant volcano. When 
British sailors excavated the volcano, they found calcite crystals, which they mistook for 
diamonds. At the time, calcite crystals held no monetary value. Following the event, another 
“gold-rush” like event occurred with Lae’ahi, attracting more people to come to the islands 
because this volcano possibly contained precious stones. “Lae’ahi” soon changed to Kaimana-
hila (Diamond Hill). Over time, the catchier name stuck but slightly altered to "Diamond Head."  
Since then, Diamond Head evolved to a tourist hiking trail that ends at the top of the crater 
overlooking the Waikiki strip of high-rise hotels and office buildings. 
 
86  Rulliet, “Artists of Chicago: Past and Present, Robert Lee Eskridge.” 
 
87  Like the name suggests, Punchbowl crater physically resembles the shape of a 
Punchbowl. The crater is an extinct volcanic tuff cone in the Honolulu area. Initially used for 
human sacrifices in Ancient Hawai’i, Punchbowl later was used to dig tunnels for World War II, 
Puowaina is now a large cemetery in modern-day Hawai'i.  
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canoes), and two men surf the swells on the left. In addition to those highly recognizable events, 

at the forefront of this mural stands a heroic-sized figure in the middle of ō’ō ihe (spear-throwing 

contest), another highly loved sporting event of native Hawaiians. Early reporting of the islands 

state King Kamehameha the First—Known for uniting the islands and becoming the first 

monarch—as a champion of ō’ō ihe.88 

Before becoming an Olympic world sport, native Hawaiians began standing on long 

wood pieces to ride waves into shores around 1200 CE.89 Surfing became an institution in 

Hawai'i. Placing bets, partaking in sporting competitions, and commemorating feasts made 

surfing a beloved recreational activity. During Makahiki, warfare and working were banned and 

replaced with surfing and relaxation. Using longer surfboards (olo) up to eighteen feet long and 

up to two hundred pounds, native Hawaiians maneuvered the pieces like boats. The first 

documented recording of surfing came from a crew member of Captain Cook, who compared the 

joy of "Indians" surfing to Greenwich park children riding down a hill in the snow.90  

When the first Calvinist missionaries arrived on the islands in the early nineteenth 

century, they viewed Native Hawaiians as "savages" and called them barbaric for participating in 

any joyous activity like surfing or hula because of their nakedness in public. Later in that same 

century, other visitors such as Mark Twain, who made the journey to the islands in 1866, was 

 
88  “The Mauka Mural," plaque attached to the mural at the Lester McCoy Pavilion at Ala 
Moana Beach Park. 
 
89  Alexander, America Goes Hawaiian, 194. This paragraph pertains to knowledge and 
references made from the surfing chapter in America Goes Hawaiian. 
 
90  Alexander, America Goes Hawaiian, 194. 
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infatuated with the sport and the joy it brought the community.91 Despite the disgust of Calvinist 

missionaries who looked down on the sport and attempted to banish it, surfing has since become 

one of the most recognized, esteemed, and cherished activities of Hawai’i and the rest of the 

world.  

The Mauka Mural reminds viewers of the major sporting activities originating from 

Hawaiian culture and demonstrated the strength and athletic inclination it took to partake in these 

sports, thus symbolizing the Hawaiian communities' strength. Each half of this two-piece set 

fulfills the didactic objective developers aimed for when creating Ala Moana Regional Beach 

Park and ties together the cultural experience of this “untouched land” in the heart of the busy 

city. The spiritual features of the harvest festival make cameos in the two murals, but on both 

walls, the fun of the games dominate the chiefs and the worship of Lono. Eskridge focused on 

the enjoyment of the activities and the strong, healthy, able-bodied people that participate in 

them rather than the spiritual factors.92  

 

Eskridge’s Native Hawaiian Figure 

In regard to how Eskridge interpreted the native Hawaiian figure, the men he portrays 

follow a pattern of stoic, extremely muscular, active, and heroic figures, similar to his 

illustrations in Umi and the front illustration of Mangareva (Fig. 3.4). Like most of his work 

 
91  Alexander, America Goes Hawaiian, 194. 
 
92   This takes a much different perspective than other cultural murals like Diego Rivera, who 
themes his work on his heritage and people's labor. Eskridge painted parts of an ancient 
celebration not tied down to labor, even though Hawaiian culture roots itself on the work it takes 
to care for the land. 
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done in Hawai’i, the McCoy Pavilion includes only men. The competitors actively move to their 

respective activities, and the ali’i (chiefs) stand behind or in front as spectators and rulers to the 

celebrations and competitions. Each figure bears the traditional kapa cloth around their waists 

demonstrating that Eskridge paid attention to the details of the royal garments worn by the 

chiefs, and the importance of the kapa (bark cloth) to the Hawaiian people without completely 

Orientalizing the native Hawaiian. However, given that he was not native to the region, he still 

portrayed the native Hawaiian as an Other.    

Like Savage, Eskridge conveyed another example of a foreign and fascinating type of 

Other. The chiefs stand regal and authoritative but not threatening to viewers or the other scene 

figures. The athletes move and participate in activities unheard of to visitors at the time, marking 

them as exciting figures at work in the murals. In an in-depth explanation of foreignness and 

interesting presence of Orientalism, it exaggerates the exoticness of the Other’s culture, making 

them both “exotic and fascinating, exotic and seductive, satisfying the European curiosity and 

the artistic search for beauty.”93 In placing these murals on a man-made beach in the middle of 

Waikiki, it was probably not meant to make these ancestral figures seem alien; Eskridge 

presented the male figures of the Makahiki murals as legendary and mythological to tourists and 

visitors and familiarity with residents and native Hawaiians. He even idealized the athletes in 

their musculature and heroic movements but drew from both the reality of Native Hawaiian 

ancestral history and the imagination of viewer fascination.  

Eskridge's contributions to public art in Hawai'i varied across murals, illustrations, 

watercolors, oil paintings, and each one was curated to a particular public audience. However, 

 
93  Minnema, “Different Types of Orientalism,” 278. 
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Eskridge presented the conundrum of painting a traditional culture in a non-traditional way. His 

task in the pavilion was to find a middle ground between the modern and the traditional. 

Eskridge's integrated abstracted shapes in large areas of negative space with athletic human 

movements. In The Makai Mural (Fig. 3.2), the blue and green curves behind the athletes 

resemble the ocean, and the harsh yellow lines most likely indicate the celebration's sunshine. In 

The Mauka Mural (Fig. 3.3), surfers and paddlers ride an ocean barely detailed with a few 

colored curvy lines. The juxtaposition between the flat unmoving abstracted shapes and the fast-

motioned detailed figural movements is a most striking aspect of the mural. Eskridge utilized this 

mural not to focus on the landscape movement, barely indicated by a few wavy lines for the 

water, but primarily the figures' actions. The mural mimics the sensation of movement by 

capturing each figure mid-action. The sledders, the dancer, the bowler, the fighters, and the 

surfers demonstrate these movements that allow viewers to experience the games in real-time. 

This difficult internal tension could be seen earlier in his children’s book illustrations. 

This can mostly be seen in the illustrations of his book Umi (Fig. 3.5), and the front cover of 

Mangareva (Fig. 3.4). As for his artistic style, a critic wrote that “marked by clever drawing, 

expressing line and often very effective color, with a strong sense of composition… Mr. 

Eskridge has a way of getting a great deal of content into his pictures without making them 

crowded…his harmonic areas and lovely shapes also reveal his understanding of the use of 

color.”94  

Umi examples this critique (Fig. 3.17), and ultimately this also appears in the Makahiki 

Murals, Eskridge emphasized the ocean's movement with numerous curved lines in shades of 

 
94  Forbes, Encounters with Paradise, 257. 
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green, yellow, and beige. This movement demonstrates the water's constant flow and the possible 

rough seas the paddlers will encounter once setting down their canoe. In this illustration, as with 

the rest of his book, Eskridge relied heavily on abrupt changes of colors and figures' harsh 

outlines to provide depth. The eastern end of the canoe and the two men holding the rim were 

outlined with a faded blue glow, subtle in the opaque color, Eskridge implemented this outline to 

bring attention to the figures and the activity instead of the landscape of the shore. Like the critic 

stated, he inserted a "great deal of content" without overcrowding the image. The content of this 

image in Umi places viewers in the perspective of a crew of paddlers with additional canoes 

behind them. He utilized negative space for pulling focus on the figures or earthly elements in 

motion. The techniques displayed on these two Umi pages also appear in a more mature form in 

The Makahiki Murals through the contrast of minimal landscape detail to overly detailed figures. 

 These healthy and vigorously detailed bodies could be seen as part of a more general 

trend for the body beautiful in contemporary spectacles such as the 1936 Berlin Olympic Games. 

The propaganda for that summer Olympics glorified chiseled bodies for athletic occasions. The 

Deutsche Lufthansa poster from 1936 (Fig. 3.18) exemplifies an Icarus-like figure with feathered 

wings flying toward a bright light source. The sculpted man has a highlighted upper body and 

contoured quads. Eskridge in the Mauka and Makai murals similarly sculpted his native 

Hawaiian figures. A detail of the surfers on the Mauka side (Fig. 3.19), and the hula dancer (Fig. 

3.20) from the Makai side have contoured bodies with isolated muscles. For the dancer, Eskridge 

amplified the thighs and abdomen. For the surfers, the back and the gluteus muscles are 

emphasized. Accentuating the details of these muscular components of the figures compensates 

for the overuse of negative space and the lack of scenic detail. In previous works, such as the 
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cover of Mangareva from 1931 (Fig. 3.4), Eskridge used minimal detail and color but 

incorporated large amounts of negative space to pull focus on the heroic man who disrupts the 

image. In the middle of his sojourn to Mangareva and Maupiti, he experimented with 

compartmentalization to achieve a sculpted, muscular body using a quasi-abstract machine 

aesthetic yet still achieving figurative representations. Six years later on the unveiling of the 

Makahiki murals in 1937, Eskridge reduced his Pacific Islander figures' harsh, abrupt geometrics 

and refined it as fully stylized figures with organic movements juxtaposed with non-moving 

oceanic landscapes.  

 

Eskridge’s Interpretation and Translation of Hawai’i 

Modern style references such as the flat abstract shapes, and solid colors fuse with the 

nostalgic cultural homage to the basic patterns and shapes of native Hawaiian tribal patterns, 

especially in the center's circular tapa designs of each mural. Originally meant as a decorative 

cover-up to vents in the building, the tapa patterns remained despite the vents filled in later. 

Supposedly one of the essential principles of Hawaiian modernism is this intersection between 

authentic culture and modernism with nostalgic reference; by utilizing the abstract shapes, the 

negative space, and other modern art characteristics, Eskridge constructed an image containing 

both indigenous formulae and modern technique without a clashing style that could look kitsch.95 

In doing so, Eskridge modernized the wall with this abstracted energy.  

 
95   Papanikolas, Art Deco Hawai’i, 13-14. 
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Viewers can dance along and join the physical activities involved with Makahiki. As 

emphasized by DeSoto Brown and his writings on the commercialized leisure of Hawai’i, the 

ability to envision yourself with the figures in these images play a vital role in the way artists 

depicted the islands for this travel aesthetic.96 So, for viewers to imagine themselves partaking in 

this harvest festival creates an experience of Hawaiian tradition. 

Eskridge's contributions to public art in Hawai'i varied across other mediums, and 

although not native to any pacific culture, his Pavilion murals received high praise. Eskridge 

understood indigenous culture that messaged to both locals and visitors some of the crucial 

aspects of Hawaiian history. However, his island research and his experience in other Polynesian 

Pacific cultures complicates this relationship between himself as an artist and his subject of 

native Hawaiians. This relationship is not objective, but neither is it subjective like Savage’s 

situation. Like Savage, Eskridge does not originate from any Polynesian culture, and his training 

as an artist stemmed from European traditional based, and his highest inspiration was Paul 

Gauguin's journey to Tahiti. Visually incorporating modernized techniques that come from 

western art further hints at the imperialism Hawai’i endured. Critics have claimed Eskridge 

exampled “a true pacific flavor” and introduced an exquisite example of the standard of public 

art in the age of the mural in Hawai’i.97 As these murals became a beloved part of the park and of 

 
96  Papanikolas, Art Deco Hawai’i, 22. 
 
97  Papanikolas, Art Deco Hawai’i, 22. The McCoy Pavilion murals resulted in the praise 
Eskridge received from an international exhibition held in Chicago. Held at a high adoration, 
Eskridge's murals in the Lester McCoy pavilions the "grandest undertaking of Hawai'i." To this 
day, the WPA claims this commission as the finest impact on public art in Hawai'i.    
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Hawai’i, it questions the leader’s motives over what specific parts of Hawai’i and their people 

were worth preserving and what continued to be exploited for the benefit of tourism.  

As the tourism economy quickly emerged and marketed Hawai’i as a tourist spot and an 

immigration destination, the islands became a melting pot of cultures. A result of this realization 

was the creation of Ala Moana Beach Park.98 In 1975, approximately forty years after the murals 

debuted at Ala Moana Beach Park, Hawai'i's Department of Parks and Recreation approved 

funds to send Eskridge back to the islands to restore the Makahiki murals. Traveling from his 

current residence of Olympia, Washington, Eskridge journeyed back to O’ahu to restore the 

beloved murals that undertook horrible deterioration. Unfortunately, shortly after returning to the 

islands, Eskridge died in Honolulu before commencing his restorations. That next year, 

specialists, art consultants, and technicians repainted Eskridge’s work with acrylic colors over 

the original oils. In the presence of Eskridge’s wife, Hawai’i rededicated the restored murals in 

early 1977.99 

 

 

 

 

 
98   Weyeneth, Ala Moana The People’s Park Book, 25.  
 
99  “Makahiki Festival,” Associated plaque to the Makahiki murals.  
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CHAPTER 4 

MADGE TENNENT AND THE NATIVE HAWAIIAN WOMAN 

Introduction to Chapter and Three Hawaiian Women  

          One of the most prominent modern artists working in Hawai’i, Madge Tennent (Fig. 4.1) 

(b. 1889-d. 1972), dedicated most of her life and artistic career to showcasing contemporary 

native Hawaiians. Unlike Savage's "Hawaiian Themed" murals and Eskridge's didactic pavilion 

murals, Tennent’s Three Hawaiian Women (Fig. 4.2) was not painted on commission but of her 

own volition. Although Tennent’s artistic upbringing and interests mirrored those of both Savage 

and Eskridge, she was more sensitive to native Hawaiian culture. Thus, unlike previous chapters, 

which focused on corporate and government commissions, this one considers Hawaiian 

modernism through the lens of Tennent’s native Hawaiian women.  

 

Artist background 

According to her autobiography, Madge Tennent: Autobiography of an Unarrived Artist, 

Madeline Grace Cook, later Madge Tennent, was born in England, raised in South Africa from 

the age of five through twelve, and trained as an artist in Paris between 1902 and 1906. By 1913, 

she had established her own School of Arts in Cape Town before marrying Hugh Cowper 

Tennent in 1915. Following their marriage, Tennent lived in New Zealand and then British 

Samoa for six years before finally heading back to London via Honolulu in 1923.100  

 
100  Neogy Prithwish, Francis Haar, and Jean Charlot. Artists of Hawaii. (Honolulu: State 
Foundation on the Culture and the Arts and University Press of Hawaii, 1974), 9. Lady Tennent, 
was considered “the most significant individual contributor to Hawaiian art in the twentieth 
century.” 
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Originally meant as a temporary layover of a couple of days, Tennant’s stay in Honolulu 

became permanent, and she eventually became a United States citizen during her residency in 

Hawai’i.101 Once settled in Honolulu, Tennent helped establish an artist collective known as 

“The Seven,” with six other artists: Louise Pinkney Sooey, Adelaide Morris, Juanita Vitousek, 

May Fraser, Bim Schledercup, and Katherine Jenks. After a mere two exhibitions, the group 

disbanded amicably, having deemed its mission accomplished.  By giving a platform to the work 

and the voices of female artists, Tennent defied the odds in the male-dominated field of artistic 

practice. After the disbanding of “The Seven,” Tennent joined Marguerite Blasingame and three 

male artists, Isami Doi, Hon Chew Hee, and John Young, to form the "Hawaiian Mural Guild” in 

1934. Unlike the Seven, who conducted gallery exhibitions, the Hawaiian Mural Guild was 

devoted to decorating the public spaces of Honolulu.102  

 

Case study of Three Hawaiian Women: Tennent’s Interpretation 

        Although Tennant drew inspiration from the work of modern artists such as Vincent van 

Gogh, Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Paul Cézanne, and Georges Seurat, it was after receiving a book 

on Paul Gauguin’s Tahitian work that she turned her attention to the representation of native 

 
 
101  Madge Tennent, Madge Tennent: Autobiography of an Unarrived Artist. (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1949), 17. Unless explicitly noted, all further biographical 
information has been taken from Tennent’s autobiography. 
 
102          Tennent continued to make mammoth-sized canvases of the native Hawaiian figure that 
received international recognition. Her career as a dominating artist in Hawai'i slowed after 
medical problems that declined her work's scope and scale. She died in Honolulu in 1972. 
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Hawaiians, a topic that she would pursue over and over again from the early 1920s until her 

death in 1972. 

Tennent does not exclusively depict cultural celebrations or historical events of native 

Hawaiian culture in her portraits; instead, she represents the native Hawaiian woman in a plain or 

natural setting. In Three Hawaiian Women, the three figures wear flowers in their styled updos 

and the holokū (puffed shouldered dress with a train) in the triad of primary colors–yellow, 

purple blue, and pink—that stand out starkly against a solid blue background.103 The two outer 

women look in the viewer’s direction while the middle figure looks toward the viewer’s left. 

Tennant’s painting technique in this work consisted of European-inspired expressive strokes and 

led to her being nicknamed “The Gauguin of Hawai’i.”104 Three Hawaiian Women imitates 

Gauguin but replaces his female subjects from Tahitians to native Hawaiian women. Tennent 

resisted painting the native Hawaiian tourist stereotype by consistently painting larger bodied 

women. Although her intentions do not contribute to the tourist narrative directly, Tennent still 

contributed to a historical narrative in which the subject has been dominated by the 

overpowering civilization. By picturing native Hawaiian women in the style of a European 

 
103  The Holokū was a floor-length dress with an attached train and puffed shoulders. Popular 
in Hawai'i since its original introduction by the Calvinist missionaries in 1820. The Holokū 
became the standard dress for the common Hawaiian woman as early as 1838. The word 
“holokū" is a contraction of two Hawaiian words "Holo” means “to go,” and kū, which means 
"to stop." Almost an oxymoron, Holokū loosely explains the operation of the seamstresses of 
Hawaii. Women would yell “holo” (run) to turn the wheel to operate the machine, and then when 
the seam needs to end, the seamstresses would yell “kū” (stop). Peter Young, “Holokū and 
Mu’umu’u,” http://imagesofoldhawaii.com/holoku-and-muumuu/ 
 
104  “Hawai’i’s Paul Gauguin, Modernist Madge Tennent, 1889-1972,” Bodega Bay Heritage 
Gallery Monthly, December 2016, http://bodegabayheritagegallery.com/BBH_Gallery_
 Monthly_Dec_16.html. 
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symbolist painter, she created a half identity for these women. She portrayed them not so much 

native Hawaiian women in their native Hawai’i, but as an alien on their own land, forced to 

conform to Western etiquette.  

 In Tennent’s portraiture of native women, the Orientalizing of Hawaiians take a specific 

form: the archetypal "natural" native woman, one not tied down to the American aesthetic of 

women expected at the time. Unlike the Matson mural Aloha…Universal Word (Fig. 2.6), where 

the native Hawaiian women are elegant yet in passive servitude––i.e. in a condition that one 

critic has described as “an ‘ideal,’ non-threatening other: female and therefore submissive, light-

skinned (as opposed to dark) and therefore reassuring, alluring, exotic, and ultimately primitive,” 

Three Hawaiian Women instead shows dark-skinned Polynesian women dressed in the 

contemporary holokū.105 Technically, Tennent’s use of color and line emphasize this. As the 

artist explains in her autobiography “it was my desire to make a painting in three-dimensional 

colour forms, without the aid of chiaroscuro (light and dark modeling) and without visible 

outline, all in pure colour tones and colour variations.”106  

When placed next Savage’s Matson Murals, Tennent’s images of kānaka maoli (the native 

Hawaiian), tough still to some extent Orientalized, are nevertheless less sexualized, less 

appropriated, less commodified, and less idealized.  

Based on her own writings, she deeply cared about the representation of the Polynesian 

figure and considered them an “honored aesthetic guest in many and various parts of the world.” 

 
105  Papanikolas, Art Deco: Hawai’i 19. 
 
106  Tennent, Unarrived Artist, 10. 
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To honor the local culture, Tennent followed native Hawaiian preferences in her approach to 

representing the ideal body. She was not afraid to depict the “curled back slender fingers, and the 

columnar of the even the largest lei-woman.” 107 Obese and larger body types that were 

considered the most beautiful (three hundred pounds was the average weight amongst the 

nobility).108  

 

Comparison to Gauguin’s Three Tahitians 

        Gauguin’s trip to Tahiti unknowingly influenced the works of other European artists 

working with Pacific island cultures. Throughout her career in Hawai’i, reviewers consistently 

compared Tennent to Paul Gauguin (Fig. 4.3). For example, one critic wrote that the latter’s 

Tahitian works captured “lush fullness of nudity or near nudity,” while Tennent pictured people 

“in their long holokūs and dainty parasols.”109 Whether Tennent saw a reproduction of Gauguin’s 

Three Tahitians in book, in person, or not at all, her work still exhibits similar characteristics to 

the modernist precursor. Both contain three three-quarter length figures with abstracted 

backgrounds, the sunflower yellow with pastel pinks, greens in the Gauguin, and one shade of 

blue and specks of white in the Tennent.  

 
107   Tennent, Unnarived Artist, 10. 
 
108  Vaughn MacCaughey, “The Physique of the Ancient Hawaiians,” The Scientific Monthly, 
American Association for the Advancement of Science, Aug 1917, Vol 5, 167, 169. Diet, 
Habitual overeating, and the indolent ways of life all contributed to Hawaiian women's body 
types. The lower class did the productive labor whilst the chiefs abused leisure. Even naturally, 
people of Polynesian descent had a natural physique for more physical strength. Compared to 
Micronesians, Australians, Africans, Iroquois, Chinese, French, and Americans, Polynesians 
possess the greater manual strength. 
 
109  Menton, “Madge Tennent: Artist of Hawai’i,” 32. 
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        In Gauguin’s work, two women flank a man in the middle who looks at the woman on the 

left holding an apple. Tennent depicted her figures in a similar manner except she replaced the 

man with a woman and positioned her behind her companions. As in Gauguin’s Three Tahitians, 

the face of Tennent’s central figure lacks emotion and detail which leads the viewers to turn their 

attention to the gestures and glances of the flanking figures. 

        The man in the middle of the Gauguin must choose between vice represented by an apple or 

virtue represented by flowers. Whereas Gauguin turned to Western allegory and symbolism, 

Tennent depicted contemporary clothing and intricately styled updos.110 The dramatic silhouettes 

of the styled hair and holokū hid native Hawaiians thought as beautiful, the large curvy body 

type and long thick hair that Hawaiians considered beautiful, perhaps to fit popular American 

fashion. Tennent with good intentions fought against the stereotypes of native women in the 

tourist narrative, she portrayed these women unlike those seen on dinner menus and travel 

advertisements. Unfortunately, her work still fed into that same staged narrative inadvertently 

with the western implications placed in her works. These implications had plenty to do with the 

public reception of her as an artist to both mainland audiences and those on island.   

 

Public Reception of the Work 

Tennent was well aware that audiences accustomed to a tourist aesthetic produced 

primarily by men were “irritated by my methods or myself, or the paintings.”111 In 1937, an 

 
110  Hair in Hawaiian culture represents pride and was thought to hold extensive mana. 
Discouraged to cut their long thick wavy hair, native Hawaiian women typically never cut their 
hair, especially if they avidly practice hula.  
 
111  Tennent, Unarrived Artist, 132. 
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unknown critic described the native Hawaiian as “gross monsters” and called Tennent 

courageous in her crudeness to paint them the way she did.112 The savage and monstrous 

caricatures of Queen Lili’uokalani in political cartoons such as Judge (Fig. 1.12) in 1893 were 

still in use fifty years later. Despite Tennent’s attempts to present native Hawaiian women in a 

contemporary, more realistic context, mainlanders still resisted paintings of Hawaiians falling 

outside the tourist narrative. Interestingly, with the exception of the elite Hawaiian class to which 

she belonged, native Hawaiians also distance themselves from Tennent. 

Although she wanted to maintain a personal connection to the native people of Hawai’i 

and to explore that relationship in her art. Her privilege as a high-class Caucasian woman created 

tensions between herself and her models.113 They did not necessarily abhor her or her paintings, 

but her claims to feel connected to Hawai’i through the people she painted rang hollow to the 

native Hawaiian population, who just disregarded her as yet another haole (Foreigner) profiting 

off of them. Yet this hostile reaction did not stop her from continuing to paint “the aesthetic of 

the manners, grace, and appearance of the Hawaiians.” In fact, Tennent’s supreme self-

confidence allowed her to withstand years of negative criticism from both art critics and native 

Hawaiians alike.114  

Toward the final years of her life, her work continued to mature and develop. She 

continued to respect this particular Hawaiian Other even those that appreciation was not 

 
 
112  Menton, “Madge Tennent: Artist of Hawaii,” 32. 
 
113  Menton, “Madge Tennent: Artist of Hawai’i,” 33. 
 
114 Menton, “Madge Tennent: Artist of Hawai’i,” 33. 
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reciprocated.115 Tennent hoped someone else would “take up my particular torch for the 

Hawaiian people” and, create something “different to other artist’s rendition of the same 

Polynesian people.” For in art, native Hawaiian women were primarily viewed through the lens 

of French impressionists like Gauguin. Due to the esteem in which symbolist painters like 

Gauguin were held during her career, it was difficult for Tennent to entirely reject previous 

artists styles in her own work, even though it represented a different group of people. Despite 

wanting to create a platform for the less represented, Tennent’s art therefore still continued to 

feed into the staged island narratives of Hawai’i.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
115   Tennent, Unnarived Artist, 132. 
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CHAPTER 5 

COUNTER-ARTIST: MARGEURITE BLASINGAME AND FINAL COMPARISONS 

 
Comparisons of Savage, Eskridge, and Tennent 
 

Eugene Francis Savage expressed in 1929 that “an artist is, after all, to a large extent a 

product of the education which is given him.”116 This quote applies to Savage, Eskridge, and 

Tennent, all of whom trained in the European tradition. From that shared background, however, 

they arrived at different solutions for representing Hawai’i. These Westernized representations of 

Hawai’i typically were done in the interest of non-native groups. This final chapter summarizes 

the divergent approaches of these artists to cultural translation and the Orientalizing of the native 

Hawaiian. To that end, I introduce a fourth and final artist, Marguerite Blasingame, whose 

alternative interpretation of Hawaiian culture and art serves as a counterweight to the work of 

Savage, Eskridge, and Tennent.  

Eugene Francis Savage spent the least amount of time on the island yet produced the 

largest work in terms of historical scope.117 He conducted onsite research for only three months, 

limiting himself to heavily touristed Honolulu and Waikiki. As a result, the six life-size Matson 

murals later produced in the states contained several inaccuracies and mischaracterizations. For 

instance, the scenes of Makhaiki in A God Appears spotlighted the foreigner Captain James Cook 

and relegated the important ali’i Kalani’ōpu’u to the background; the murals also featured many 

non-native fruits and animals and anachronistic dress. In addition, Hawai’i’s Decisive Hour (Fig. 

 
116  Savage, “On Art Education,” 6. 
 
117  Hawai'i left an imprint on Savage to pursue the studies of the Seminole Indians in Florida 
for his own personal art studies. 
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2.5) accentuates the American perspective of annexation rather than addressing the distress of 

native Hawaiians faced losing their sacred lands. Stylistically, Savage, inspired by the 

Renaissance frescoes he saw while at the American Art Academy in Rome, adopted their 

intensive overlapping, color palette, and dramatic poses in his own murals, further Westernizing 

their subject matter. Savage’s large-scale oil on canvas murals (later turned into lithographed 

menus) reinforced a staged party-themed narrative of the islands for well over a decade. The 

remainder of the Matson Murals present parties, feasts, and celebratory occasions and all show 

the same body type of men and women with no acknowledgment of the diversity in Polynesian 

body types. Savage created an image of the native Hawaiian that fulfilled that visitors to Waikiki 

expected.  

Robert Lee Eskridge spent four years in Hawai’i to discover the numerous activities 

involved with the Makahiki celebrations. The murals depicted sports, dance, musical 

instruments, athletes, and the Hawaiian landscape. At first glance, they seem to show Eskridge’s 

deep understanding of local culture, a “true pacific flavor” that critics raved about in Eskridge’s 

works. For instance, the games certainly were important in Makahiki as activities of 

rejuvenation. However, athletic activities were not the most significance part of the four-month 

celebration period. Eskridge minimized critical political spiritual and ritualistic meanings as if 

further suppress the “pagan” parts of native Hawaiian culture they were no longer allowed to 

practice. This can be partially explained by Eskridge’s idolization of Paul Gauguin, who set the 

example of presenting overly muscular and chiseled bodies of native Hawaiians as extremely old 

and mythological figures (Eskridge even spent time in Tahiti, Maupiti and Manga Reva in 

imitation of Gauguin). Although Eskridge knew island culture well these figures did not conform 
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to native Hawaiian approaches to the of the body. Indeed, despite the artists’ good intentions, the 

mural set could serve as a cultural tradition that had been suppressed.  

The two commissions already discussed, the Matson Murals and the Makahiki Murals, 

were private and public commissions, respectively. By the time Madge Tennent created Three 

Hawaiian Women, she had already lived on the islands for about eighteen years, the most time on 

the islands of the three. She studied the “natural” native Hawaiian women, i.e. the larger 

Polynesian women on would have encountered outside urban centers, that tourist narratives often 

misrepresented as Waikiki hula dancers. With good intentions, she saw native Hawaiians as an 

“honoured aesthetic.” Unfortunately, hers was still an Orientalist, aestheticized view of native 

Hawaiians rather than acknowledgement of a community.  For example, she falsely presented 

holokū and styled hair as traditional even though they had no place in native Hawaiian ideas of 

beauty. Far from expressing sympathy with the plight of the Hawaiian people. Tennent’s 

paintings of native women in fashionable dress would have served as a reminder to an 

indigenous viewer of the native that had been suppressed in the nineteenth century. The 

Westernization of native women in Tennent’s portraits contributed in their own way to the 

American narrative. That said, Tennent is the only one if our artists who paid attention to the 

unidealized (albeit still somewhat Westernized) Polynesian body. Despite her sympathetic native 

Hawaiian communities wrote her off as another elite white woman taking advantage of native 

Hawaiians.  

These visual examples of cultural translation all possess an underlying theme: 

appropriating Hawaiian culture by Western capital. Savage, Eskridge, and Tennent belonged to 

an exclusive group of non-native artists attempting to be ambassadors for a culture that was not 
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their own. If we continue to label these artworks as Hawaiian modernism and later shorthand 

these artists as "Hawaiian" artists, we deny the people of native Hawaiian communities their 

heritage and culture. “Hawaiian modernism” becomes just another commodity rather than a 

reflection of a community. 

 

Counter Artist: Marguerite Blasingame 

There were, however, a very select number of artists from Hawai’i who were given 

opportunities to present their work. One artist who uniquely registered the complexities of 

Hawai’i in a way that Savage, Eskridge, and Tennent did not was Marguerite Blasingame (Fig. 

5.1) (b. 1906- d. 1947), another WPA commissioned artist and sculptor born and raised in 

Hawai'i whom Madge Tennent personally worked with and knew.118 Unlike Savage, Eskridge, 

and Tennent, Blasingame was born and raised in Hawai’i. After graduating from the University 

of Hawai'i at Mānoa, she pursued a graduate degree at Stanford. She then returned to Hawai'i to 

pursue art full-time.119 If we apply Savage’s art education quote to Blasingame, she is a 

manifestation of the educations she received from UH Mānoa, where she most likely received 

curses of Hawaiian history and Hawaiian Art.  

 
118  With only positive things to say about her, Tennent dedicated an entire page in her 
autobiography to Blasingame because of her profound work in Hawai'i and believed she died too 
young. During her active years as an artist, and that her bas-reliefs and mosaics sit in the same 
place as Eskridge’s murals, it is very likely that Blasingame also had professional relationships 
with Eskridge and possibly Savage who was on the island within that same period. 
 
119  Although primarily a sculptor, Blasingame was the first artist to introduce a true fresco to 
the Waikiki theater lobby. This theater, unfortunately, has been destroyed. Forbes, Encounters 
with Paradise, 213. 
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During her short career, Blasingame typically spent a year studying myths, legends, and 

Hawaiian history before beginning a commission, and once she felt confident in her vision, she 

sculpted her pieces out of native Hawaiian materials.120 A hallmark of her work is to represent 

native customs through native materials. She also carved the mosaics in the entry portals at the 

McCoy Pavilion (Fig. 3.17) from pōhaku (lava rocks) on the island’s shores. In the native marble 

bas-reliefs at the McCoy Pavilion, the Mauka side demonstrates figures playing ‘ohe hano ihu 

(bamboo nose flutes) (Fig. 3.16), and the makai side portrays two lovers embracing in a greeting 

that goes back to ancient Hawai’i (the Hā) (Fig. 3.15). Both customs contain an overall theme 

associated with the mana (magical essence and spirit) of a person, and the pure pathway to the 

soul.121 An everlasting presence in native Hawaiian culture, mana exists in the ‘āina (land) and 

the kānaka maoli (native Hawaiians). Thus, Blasingame’s sculptures referred to ancient 

Hawaiian history and tradition different than Savage’s and Eskridge’s murals. Whereas the latter 

fun and entertaining, Blasingame’s contribution to Ala Moana Beach Park’s WPA project was 

serious and attentive to sacred ritual.  

Blasingame utilized her unique knowledge and use of native materials to educate viewers 

about native Hawaiians that had existed—and continued to exist—on the islands.  In contrasts to 

artists who sought to “preserve”” native Hawaiian culture with Western technique and media, 

Blasingame used native materials and native customs for the same purpose. In both bas-reliefs 

 
120  Tennent, Unarrived Artist, 25-26. Tennent heavily admired Marguerite's process and 
work. In her autobiography, she dedicates an entire page to her and her work. Marguerite died at 
a young age, but her work prevails as some of Hawai'i's masterpieces.  
 
121  Native Hawaiians believed that the nasal passage held the purest pathways to the soul and 
to access mana. People can get sick from the mouth or talk bad from the mouth, the mouth 
therefore cannot be pure to mana.  
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(Fig 3.15 and 3.16) at the pavilion, the native figures are in profile view with details such as skin 

folds, textured hair, and thick wrists. Her intimate figures stand in deep contrast to Eskridge’s 

idealized athletes. By using ancient techniques to tell the story of an ancient society suggests 

Blasingame gave native Hawaiians a voice that they had been lacking for almost a century. 

The work of the three artists analyzed in this study, along with that of many others in the 

period in of Hawaiian modernism from 1890-1941, belong to a discourse that sanitized, 

appropriated, and nearly erased parts of Hawai’i religions, corporate, or personal reasons, one 

that has not stopped since the original group of colonizers arrived in 1778. Even if these artists 

were aware of what their work meant in a broader context of colonization and annexation, these 

staged scenes, still exist in present day Hawai’i as tourists continue to visit the islands with no 

knowledge of the histories of Hawai’i outside of what is sold to them. 
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APPENDIX 

 SUPLEMENTAL FIGURES FOR ALL CHAPTERS 

CHAPTER 1: 

 

Figure 1.1. Example of traditional Hawaiian Tribal tattoos. https://images.designtrends.com/wp-
content/uploads/2016/03/21072017/Polynesian-Tribal-Tattoo-Design.jpg 
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Figure 1.2. Example of Hawaiian Kapa design. directoryofkauai.net. 
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Figure 1.3. Example of ahu ‘ula cloak made for a Chiefess. Artifact in Bernice Pauahi Bishop 
Museum.  
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Figure 1.4. Example of wooden carved sculptures of Hawaiian gods Kū and Lono. Artifacts at 
Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum.  
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Figure 1.5. John Webber, A view of Kealakekua Bay. 1779. Pen, ink wash, and watercolor. 
Dixson Library, South Wales, Sydney. 
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Figure 1.6. John Webber. The Death of Captain Cook. 1779. Pen, wash, and watercolor. Mitchell 
Library, South Whales, Sydney.  
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Figure 1.7. George Carter. Death of Captain Cook. 1783. Oil on Cavnas. Bernice Pauahi Bishop 
Museum 
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Figure 1.8. Johann Zoffany, The Death of captain James Cook. c. 1795. National Maritime 
Museum London. 
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Figure 1.9. Nicolas Eustache Maurin. Sketch of Female hula dancer. 1822.  
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Figure 1.10. J. Linton Palmer. Hawaiian Drummer. Ca. 1852. Pen and ink. (9.3 cm x 10 cm) 
Royal Geographical Society.  
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Figure 1.11. Judge. 1893. Political Cartoon.  
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Figure 1.12. Jules Tavernier. The Volcano at Night. Oil on Canvas. Honolulu Museum of Art. 
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Figure 1.13. Queen Kapio’lani’s Fan Quilt. c. 1900. Quilted cotton fabric. American Museum 
and gardens. 
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Figure 1.14. Example of Hawai’i’s coat of arms.  
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Figure 1.15. Cinema Poster of “A Waikiki Wedding.” 1937.  
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CHAPTER 2:  

 

Figure 2.1. Self-Portrait of Eugene Francis Savage.  
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Figure 2.2. Photographic Image of the SS Lurline in 1941. Image taken from 
cruiselinehistory.com  
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Figure 2.3. Matson Murals printed onto Facemasks in regard to the COVID-19 Pandemic. Used 
as fundraiser for the ‘Iolani Palace. Image taken off of Facebook and Screenshotted through 
Twitter. 2020. 
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Figure 2.4. Eugene Savage, A God Appears. 1940. PDF Scan of Lithographic Dinner Menu 
1954. Matson Navigation Private Collection. 4’x8’ Oil on Canvas. 
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Figure 2.5. Eugene Savage, Hawai’i’s Decisive Hour. 1940. PDF Scan of Lithographic Dinner 
Menu 1954. Matson Navigation Private Collection. 4’x8’ Oil on Canvas. 
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Figure 2.6. Eugene Savage, Aloha… Universal Word. 1940. PDF Scan of Lithographic Dinner 
Menu 1954. Matson Navigation Private Collection. 4’x8’ Oil on Canvas. 
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Figure 2.7. Eugene Savage, Island Feast. 1940. PDF Scan of Lithographic Dinner Menu 
1954.Matson Navigation Private Collection. 4’x8’ Oil on Canvas. 
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Figure 2.8. Eugene Savage, Festival of the Sea. 1940. PDF Scan of Lithographic Dinner Menu 
1954. Matson Navigation Private Collection. 4’x8’ Oil on Canvas. 
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Figure 2.9. Eugene Savage, Pomp and Circumstance. 1940. PDF Scan of Lithographic Dinner 
Menu 1954.Matson Navigation Private Collection. 4’x8’ Oil on Canvas. 
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Figure 2.10. Eugene Savage. Morning. 1912. Submission for American Academy in Rome in 
Painting. 
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Figure 2.11. Eugene Savage. Messenger of Sympathy and Love. 1937. Ariel Rios Federal 
Building, Washington DC. 7' x 13' 6" 
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Figure 2.12. Eugene Savage. Carrier of News and Knowledge. 1937. Ariel Rios Federal 
Building, Washington DC. 7' x 13' 6." 
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Figure 2.13. Idol of Hawaiian Harvesting God Lono.  
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Figure 2.14. Akua Loa for Lono. Bishop Museum, Kalihi, Hawai’i. 
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Figure 2.15. Detail of A God Appears.  

 

 

Figure 2.16. Detail of A God Appears. Emphasis on Pineapple above woman’s bicep.  
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Figure 2.17. Photographic Image of the ‘Iolani Palace. Honolulu, Hawai’i.  
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Figure 2.18. Giotto. Kiss of Judas. 1306. Scrovegni Chapel. Padua, Italy.  
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CHAPTER 3:  

 

Figure 3.1. Portrait of Robert Lee Eskridge.  
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Figure 3.2. Robert Lee Eskridge. The Makai Mural. 1937. Oil Paint. Lester McCoy Pavilion, Ala 
Moana Beach Park, Honolulu, Hawai’i. 
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Figure 3.3. Robert Lee Eskridge. The Mauka Mural. 1937. Oil Paint. Lester McCoy Pavilion, 
Ala Moana Beach Park, Honolulu, Hawai’i. Photo taken December 8, 2020. 
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Figure 3.3. Cover of Eskridge’s Manga Reva: The Forgotten Islands. 1931. 
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Figure 3.5. Front cover image of Umi: The Hawaiian Boy who Became a King. 1936 
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Figure 3.6. Plan of Ala Moana Beach Park. 1931. Catherine Jones Richards and Robert 
Thompson.  
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Figure 3.7. Bridle Path Bridge. Ala Moana Beach Parks. State Archive Photos 2014. 
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Figure 3.8. Roosevelt Portal Dedication. Ala Moana Beach Parks. State Archive Photos 2014. 
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Figure 3.9. Lawn Bowling. Ala Moana Beach Parks. State Archive Photos 2014. 
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Figure 3.10. Promenade. Ala Moana Beach Parks. State Archive Photos 1930s. 
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Figure 3.11. Central Terrace. Ala Moana Beach Parks. State Archive Photos. 
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Figure 3.12. Banyan Court. Ala Moana Beach Parks. Photo taken December 8, 2020. 
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Figure 3.13. Sports Pavilion. Ala Moana Beach Parks. Photo taken December 8, 2020.  
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Figure 3.14. Marguerite Blasingame, Bas-relief on Makai side. Lovers. Native Hawaiian 
limestone, 1934. Photo taken December 8, 2020. 
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Figure 3.15. Marguerite Blasingame. Bas-relief on Mauka side. Native Hawaiian limestone, 
1934. Photo taken December 8, 2020.Photo taken December 8, 2020. 
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Figure 3.16. Marguerite Blasingame. Mosaic figure portal entry to Pavilion. Lava Rocks. Photo 
taken December 8, 2020. 
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Figure 3.17. Robert Lee Eskridge. Pages 26-27 in Umi: The Hawaiian Boy who Became a King. 
1936. 
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Figure 3.18. Deutsche Lufthansa Poser 1936 Berlin Olympics. HA.com 
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Figure 3.19. Detail of Surfers from Mauka Mural. 1937. Lester McCoy Pavilion. Ala Moana 
Beach Park. Honolulu, Hawai’i. 
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Figure 3.20. Detail of Hula Dancer from the Makai Mural. 1937. Lester McCoy Pavilion. Ala 
Moana Beach Park. Honolulu, Hawai’i. 
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CHAPTER 4: 

 

Figure 4.1. Portrait of Madge Tennent. 
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Figure 4.2. Madge Tennent, Three Hawaiian Women, 1941, Honolulu Museum of Art. 
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Figure 4.3. Paul Gauguin. Three Tahitians. 1899. Oil on Canvas. Scottish National gallery. 
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CHAPTER 5: 

 

Figure 5.1. Photo of Marguerite Blasingame with one of her works. Date Unknown.  
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